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Gibson Resigns From Executive Board
by Barbara Harvey
On Thursday, November 13,
Hank Gibson, Juni or Class President, resigned as a membe r of the
Executive Board of Student Council.
Gibson, who had been an active member of the council fo r 2
years, withdrew from one of his
classes, which in turn dropped
him down to th e status of a part
time st udent.
In the past, student s whose tuition fees have been paid, were
considered full time stud ents,
even though they drop below the
required amou nt of credits, but
students involved with Student
Org. abused the privilege and
dropped down to three or no
credits, while maintaining their

According to Gib~on, " I won' t
go back to Student Org. , I can't
see putting up wit h the petty conflicts in the organization. I will
join council next yea r, but I will
not have an active role. I will probably get involved with other
organizations on campus, such as
the radio station and the Independent. "

position. In effect, an amendment
was added, stating that students
below the accepted amount of
credits to be considered full time
students, would lose their position on th~ board.
According to Gibson, " I have
no bitter feelings on th is matter, it
had to be done. I could bave ignored it, and waited for som eoneto discover that I dropped the
class, but - fhat would not have
been professional."

" If the problems continue in the
organization, I suspect that others
wi ll also resign because they are
also fed up," stated Gibso n.
According to Anna Church ,
Assistant Secretary of Student
Org., " Hank wa s a good worker,
he was one of the only sane and
good members of the board, and
I' II be sorry to see him go."

Gibson had been the th ird
member of Student Organization
to resign si nce September. The
other two members were Gus
Cero, Student Org. Business
Manager, and Ann McKnight, the
Assi stant Business Manager.

Junior Class President surprised people by resigning from Executive
Board last week.
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Halloween Controversy Drags On
by Eileen Monchek
The Halloween party sponsored

by the Residents' Association has

President Jim Coholan remains a center of controversy over his alleged actions at the Residents'
' Halloween party.
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(PG. 2)
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been quite a controversial topic
over the past few weeks. When
the party had been advertised it
was stated that a Kean ID and a
costume were requjJ
in order
to be admitted.
Jim Coholan felt that although
he had neither an ID card nor a
costume, he still should have
been admitted si nce he is the
President of Student Org.
It seems that the members of
the Residents' Association felt differently. Andy Krupa , President of
the Residents' Association felt that
they did nothing wrong by requiring that the student s wear
costumes at a Halloween Party.
" A student ID is required at all
functions where th e re are
alcoholi c beverages served and
Jim didn't have one," stated
Krupa.
Shirley Bow m an, Assistant
Treasurer of Student Org said,
" Jim threatened to freeze the
budget so that the entertainm ent
and the refreshments couldn't be
paid fo r if he wasn't admitted to
the party."

"Jim does not have the power
to make such decisions on his
own," continued Bowman . The
problem was brought up at the
last Executive Board meeting to
see if it was against ruling to make
restrictions on a Student funded
party.

Since the Executive Board does

""'~
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by-laws it will be passed down to
the Constitutional By-laws Committee. There the Committee will
decide whether or not it was
within ruling to restrict students
without costumes from attending.
" The Reside nts' Association
didn ' t
feel
th ey
were
discriminating against anyone by
requiring a costume," said Krupa .
',' It wasn't done maliciou sly ... it' s
been run thi s way for the past fou r
years."
Krupa stated, " I read in the
pape rs th at the Residents'
Association was asked to come
before the By-laws Committee,
but we haven't received any information about it."
Tr.e Resicl 0 nts' Association does
not knov <:tudent Orgs. position
on the to, ,c. Krupa feels, "maybe
they realized it was a technicali ty
and decided to drop it, we' II see."

Hope For The Halls
by Joan ne Batta
Maybe there is hope for the
decaying dorms - or are they
really decayi ng?
According to Bob Maslo, coordinator of housing services, "over
the yea rs, a lot of improvement in
the dorms has been done that I
am happy about and I think it's
improving and gonna get better."
For safety, all of the side to side
windows were replaced wi th up
and down windows and three of
the halls have new drapes. This
year all the gold carpet is being
replaced and next year all the
blue carpet will be replaced . New
furniture is being looked into but
the students have to do their share
in keeping the dorms clean.
" It' s a give and take process" as
Maslo states, " the college is taking a lot of time and energy to
help, if only the students wou ld
take a little tim e to prevent problems." Housing has distributed

material to learn preventative
maint enance . Hou sing Com ments, a newsletter, gives memos
and instructions to help, but do
the stud ents read thi s material?
The students must do their part.
For exa mpl e, if you spill
something on your carpet, clean it
before it becomes a stain. Don' t
wait until you have twenty stain s
a nd
th e n
co mpl ain
to
maintenance that your carpet is a
mess.
Any st udent complai nts should
be told to their k .A. or their head
resident, if they can't find them,
cal l directly to Housing. Any problem having to do with health or
safety is classified as an emergency and Housing will se nd someone ove r immediately. If it is
not an emergency, Housing will
sched ul e a time for repai ring.
Every day a copy of complai nts
are posted in each dorm so
students can check if their complaint came in .

Despite the many compl;Ints that have been coming in concerning
the residen ce halls, there is hope.
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Newsbeat
Kean Offers MCATS
Kean College of New Jersey is offerir:,g the Review and Practice for
new MCATS course. Twelve (12) Saturday morning sessions, from 8
a.m . to 12 noon will be taught by coll ege professors w ith appropriate
specialities, from January 10, 1981 to and including March 28, 1981.
Registration deadline forthe KCNJ co~rse is January 3, 1981 . Regi stration form s may be obtained from Dr. A.L. Smith in C-129 (527-2471) or
from the Center for Continuing Education (527-2163) . Fee is $175 .00.

White House Conference
On Aging
A Wh ite House.Conference on Aging staff member, Victorina Peralt a
of Wa shington, O.C. will keynote Governor Byrn e's Mini-Conference
·on Aging, at Kean College on Thursday, December 11' in the Wilkins
Theatre .
Six concurrent mini-conferen ces will focu s on six areas of concern for
senior citizens: older women, the rural elderly, the frail and vulnerabl e
elderly, ethnic and linguistic minorities, images and stereotypes of the
elderly, and crime against the elderly.
.
Robert A. Famighetti, director of the Kean Coll ege Gerontology Program will host the mini-conferences, scheduled to precede the Governor' s Conference on Aging in March, 1981 . According to Famighetti,
" This is another opportunity for professionals, para-professionals and
senior citizens to make themselves heard . We expect to deliver working papers,and recommendations for action directly to the Governor at
his conference in March."
For those who bring lunch, admission is free . Coffee and donuts will
be provided in the morning. A buffet lunch is offered for $6. For further
information call 527-2605.

•

BilinguaVTeaching Cert~ficate
There are many career opportunities for students interested in working with children whose native languges is other than English: teaching,
social work, or community service in bilingual communities. Since
1972, the Center for Bilingual Education, located at Kean College of
New ler;ey, has coordinated programs with regard to the neighboring
school "districts. The demand for state certified bilingual and ESL
teachers has increased continually, and approximately two hundred
certified bilingual and ESL teachers are needed at the present time.
The bilingual program offers a twenty-four hour sequence of courses
related to the emotional and psychologk:al development of the bilingual child, teaching methodologies, and field experiences. Bilingual
teachers must be proficient in two languages. Teachers of English as a
Second Language must be proficient in English.
Since this program is usually taken with a teacher education major, it
is· necessary
seek early advisement. For information, make an appointment to see Professor Victor Ortiz, Coordinator of the Bilingual
Education Program, Department of Educational Arts and Systems,
527-2'405 or 527-2175.

to

Open House At Kean
The industrial studies department of Kean College ot New'}ersey will
host a tw~session open house for high school juniors, seniors and their
teachers on Friday, Nov. 21 from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 7:30
p.m. to 8 p.m.
·
Activities will include a tour of the campus and the industrial studies
facilities, a review of the industrial studies program and five mini
seminars for those who attend the morning session. Members of Gamma Beta Chapter, Epsilon Pi Tau, the international honorary fraternity
for education in technology, will serve as hosts for evening instruction
areas.
Programs to be reviewed during both sessions are the bachelor of arts
degree in industrial education with specilizations iri woods, metals,
drafting, electronics and graphics; and the bachelor of science program
: in industrial technology. Industrial technology options include design,
electronics, graphics, ma11ufacturing and mechanical contracting.
Topics for the morning seminars are Digital Theory and Practice for
the Novice, The Nature of Design, Space Age Materials, Photography at
Kean and Touch Up Finishing.
Dr. John J. Sladica of Lebanon, N.J., is chairman of the department.

Pilgrim Medical Group
ABORTION SERVICES

(i)

1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)

LOCALOIILYUP TOIOWEEKS
MEDICADE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS.

• FIEE PREGNANCY TEST

• EXAMINATION AND

COUNSELING
THE ONLY STAT£ LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.

UNION ANO MIDDLESEX

COUNTIES.

German Becomes Business Man
by Laura Warren
A graduate of Bryant College,
and a Major in Accounting, Jane
German, our appointed business·
manager, has arrived at Kean College. It was after completing a
resume and two interviews that
Miss German was informed of her
new position at our college.
"Th~nks to Gus Cero, the office
was left in a sh;imbles". Miss Ger-

man stated. "Nothing is put
together'' . She said that the first
thing she has to do is, "change
the filing, acquire new checks,,
~nd obtain an assistant bu.siness
manager, as well as a bookkeeper." During the absence of
the other officers, Stephanie
Halvis attempted to do the job of
all three, as the condition of the
office showed .

Miss German told me of her
hope to meet the students and
faculty and hear what they have
to say. She also desires to
establish her own system as well
as put it into effect efficiently.
Once Miss German is comfortably set in her office as well as
her position, we should begin to
see some truly outstanding
business management.

If you won't read these

· -7signals of cancer...
1r

• •

t

You probablY have
. the 8tli.
1. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
I. A sore that does not
heal.

6. Obvious change in

wart or mole.

7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.

·3• Unusual bleeding or 8. A fear of cancer that

Local or General Anesthesia

discharge.

2nd Trimester (16_thru 23 wks.)

1st TRI.MESTER

h y Stephanie Wardrop
For the past four years, Kean
College has been blessed with the
presence of a lady named Gay
Lumsden.
Mrs. Lumsden is an assistant
Professor in the Speech Theatre
M edia option of the English
Department, and according to her
students, she is extremely competent at what she does. One student stated, " Mrs. Lumsden rea lly
shows a genuine int ert•st in her
teaching. Not many teac hers do
that. " Anoth er said, " Alth ough I
somPtim es fee l she favors people
in her classes, she is very enthu siastic, and I like that. "
Mrs. Lumsden says that she rea lly does love teaching and she
found out .just how much last spring when after a yea r as Assistant
Dean of Arts and Sciences, she
decided to go back. " As Assistant
Dean , I helped stud ents, but I had
to see them on a less personal
basis, " said Mrs. Lumsden. " I like
the interaction I have with my
student s in a cla ss room
situation." Mrs. Lumsden loves
teaching so much, that she .
teaches management communications for business corporations aside from her classes here
at Kean .
Some of the courses Mrs.
Photo by Gino ~bbate Jr.
Lumsden teaches include, Speech : Gay Lumsden te-=hes ~,s Medi.a llel"e at k.Nn more enthusi.astic~lly
1900, Public Speaking, lntroduc- th.in MOSt uy lier ttudetlts.
_
tion to Mass Media, Art of Persua- ·,
'
·
sion, and Oral Interpretation.
masters at California State Univerone of the best staffs around .
Other activities Mrs. Lumsden is sity, at Fullerton, and she received
involved in include working with
her PHO at Indiana University.
On the personal side, Gay
the Kean Instructional Team, the She has taught at Emerson College
Lumsden loves animals or "critAcademic Standards Committee,
In Boston, as well as William
ters" as she puts it, and has a few
The Union Executive Committee,
Paterson College here in New
cats and dogs at home. She also
and the Student Speakers Bureau. Jersey. She came here partially
said she loves to paint, draw, and
She also served as coordinator of because Don Lumsden, her husgo to the ocean. She has three
the STM Department and is in- band, was teaching here and parchildren, one of whom is now atte rested in getting KCTV tiallybecauseofherfriendsonthe
tending Kean, and one grandreestablished.
staff. Mrs. Lumsden is very happy
child. She is well liked by her
Mrs. Lumsden received her
with the faculty and feels that the students and by her staff. Kean is
undergraduate degree and her STM Department here at Kean has. lucky to havr her.
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8. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.

can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage when
it is highly curable.
Everyone's afraid of
cancer, but don't let it
scare you to death.

..
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SPEAK OUT!

Veteran Affairs Brief·
by Vicky Schindler

DO YOU THINK THE LI.YING CONDITIONS AT THE RESIDENTS
HALLS ARE AS GOOD AS THEY COULD BE? ~
by Tra cy Peters

.. PJ:iotos by Am y Karp

I guess they' re alright but
they're pretty dirty and they're
charging people for repairs that
aren't being fixed.
Cathy Ryan

,,.

\

They' re OK but they need alot
of improvements, like: new curtains, mattresses, rugs, etc.

No, it's too noisy and too dirty,
plus the washing machine never
works.

Alex Ajaui

Emma Keene

farm cooperative training.
Another interesting program
under whid, you could be eligible
for benefits is Flight Training.
However, the veteran must first
possess a valid private pilot's
license and meet the necessary
r)'ledical requirements.

Another reminder to urge you
to come to this office and sign for
your benefits as soon as you
receive your PAID bill receipt'.
Paying the bill in person will save
time in receiving the receipt. We
cannot fQrward the · paper work
for your Spring semester benefits
until you come to our office with
the receipt and sign the necessary
forms.
If you are graduating this spring
and still have a portion of your
G.I. BILL unused, there are many
other programs available which
are approved by the VA. As .you
already know, you can use your
remaining benefits toward a
graduate degree or a second
undergraduate degree.
However, you may be interested in a non-college related
program such as 'an apprenticeship, on the job training, or

Also, perhaps you know a
veteran who has hesitated to
enter any educational programs
for lack of a High School diploma.
He will be pleased to learn that
G.I. Benefits can be used to obtain a high school education.
There are certain restrictions
and limitations with all these programs and all training must be
completed by the ten year
delimiting date. For1 further information, you can come and see us
at the Kean Bldg., or call the
Yeterans Regional Office in
Newark at 645-2150.

Mainstreaming The Deaf

Bartlett's nice but the rest aren'_t
so hot.
Y,rry Jo<i_

No, ffrst of all they are supposed
to use our damage fees for repaits
and I don't see that happening.
li/lian. ~raumen.
t

1,
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by Anne Saunders
Interpreters of the Deaf Program
Among the cq_ntroversial issues
at Union College. She received
in the topic of "Mainstreaming",
her undergraduate education
who should be mainstreamed
from
Gallaudet College,
stands as one of the most conWashington, D.C., tne world's
troversial areas of all.
only school of iiberal arts and
Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa
sciences for the deaf, and has
Delta Pi, National Education
received her masters degree in
Honor ' Society, ' _ has chosen
Education of the Deaf from
" Mai nstreaming tfie Deaf and
Western Maryland University.
-- - -+---'~ = -'·
' ii.
No,, beec1,use of the.bugs a11.cfthe ' · Hearing Impaired" as the theme
Mrs. Forestal's vast background
water and the lack of closet space for its second m~eting,
. includes experiences ranging
and the .bathrooms are too ,small
On Mo_nd,ay-· November 24; , from ' qcadeQ1iQ ~.io•struction to
for 4 people plus the heat is
1980 at 7:00 P.'M .' in the Alumni · ' counsefing to c<'Jdrdinating proa,lvvays ~t the wrong temperature.
Lounge, Downs Hall, Mrs. Eileen . grams all for deaf ani:1 hearing imSue Knotts
Forestal will present · a talk inpaired individiJ'als: ·
duding a professional perspective
on mainstreaming· the deaf, as
The officers of -Kappa Delta Pi
urge all interested'·students and
well as a personal perspective,
sin<::e she ' herself i's deaf. Mrs. faculty to join u's in-ati informative
Foresta! is the Coordiniifor of the and enjoyable evening.

-=----
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, . .Bausch & l.onab,Or AmSoft
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Yes, as , fa.r as I can see., - our
apartment, is nice but some of the
others are re-ally bad.
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Professional Services
Eye Examma!lon, •
Fitting, Instruction

$

60 ' $.·gg•·
·toTAL

1
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Cold Care Kit, Follow Up Care

,
I

Complete
• I

No, I thini/t~e livi)lg conditions
need alot of irrprov_err:ieri\ as far as
noise, cur):aiqs anp up_
holstery
goes. · ,.
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'."" Ehglishtown
Music .D epartmen( -· ... · ·.,;; .:':
Trip
by'Stephanie Wardrop ' " ·'
··· .
On November 25th, the Kea'n' 'College Music Departmeh'f, Herbert
Golub Chairman, and the Composers Guilaror--Perfoi,iiiance:wut pre.:'· -._ 4flea -MarJret) :. ~sent the second concert of a three part series.
~·...:• ·::~.: ·-~
- ' . . .,
Music for the concert will be performed by the Atlantic String
f

~

Quartet, with Helen Benham as pianist. Ms. Benham is currently Assistant Profess6r.: of Music at Brookdale Community College and also on
the faculty at Mannes School of Music. She has given numerous concerts in the metropolitan area including ·radio and television a,:>pearances. An, active proponent of modern music, Gillman Gollier has
dedicated his Piano Sonata No. 3, one of the pieces being played at the
concert, to Ms. Benham.
Other pieces to be played include, Irving Fine's Fantasie, JacquesLouis Monads, Cantus Contra Cantum II, Malcom Peyton's Elegy and
Berceuse, and Robert Helps, String Quartet.
Funding for the concerts has been provided by the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts in Cooperation with the National Endowment for
the Arts .
. The concert will take place in Wilkins Theatre at 8:00 and admission
is free.
.
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FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
• Abortion Procedures
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• Sterilization Procedures Complete Gynecological Care
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Call 375-0800 for immediate appt.
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. ·uNION VISION CENTER
WOODBRIDGE .VISION CENTER
1 Woodbridge Center Mack Office Bldg.

..-UT
III.OOllftELD
FIIIElmLD
JEISUCITT •

Nov. 22 "
TpA
Bus eaves . . .
(Wi Ikin's)
at 7:00 a.m.

and will leave
Englishtown
_at 3;00 p.m.
M
·
.
ust sign up .m
Housmg off·ice
b T d
Y O ay~ ·
~ .,;
by 4 :00 p.m:All K
. ean Students_
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131-7"4

(Behind Orbach's)

TOMS ltlVElt VISION CENTH
• 30MainSt.(Exit81 , G.S.P.) '
LINCltOfl' VISION CENTH
654 Newnian-Sprinas Rd. (Exit 109, G5.P.)
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DAY TRIAL PfRiDIIo'~ Soft Lenses.' If ~ issai isfiPd , return them for a $39
refund on ' the Soft Lehs
charRe.
··,

For Further Information And Appointment Call
The Office Nearest You:
1.w . ld11Mn o .o.: Dir('{ ro r

FREE
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North Jersey Gynecological Center

~,

SP.ons~red - . by
Residents' Assoc.
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Each month, from October through May,
companies, government agencies and graduate
schools will send representatives to Kean College campus to interview interested seniors.
Students should contact the Career Pfanning and
Placement Office in advance if they wish to participa~e in our recrujtment program.
The following is the schedule for Pecembe~:
DATE

COMPANY

MAJOR

12/2/80
1.213180

Hershey Chocolate Co.
F
.a.1.
M (N
y rk)
I.B. · ew 0

All Majors
All Mai'ors
Computer Sci.

12/4180
12/5/80
12/9/80
12/10/80
1·2/11/80
12/12/80

- Radio Shack
· Thom McAn
- 1.B,M . (New Jersey)
h
, Greenbaum Brot ers
.. ::-ifo.com System_s,_Inc.

/Management Sc.
All Majors
All Majors J
All Majors
lnten·or,.. Des'ign

,. __________
________
________
'-----~---.....----------.. .
..
·

Located 1 block from Irvington Center
.,.. ..
Hours9am - 5pm Mon.-Sat. Ampleparking •:_--,:

40 Union Ave., Suite 104, rrvington, N.J.

, .

.•

-

•

..._

are invited.

.__
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-
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_-.-.~
..
.;

;.J~

,
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Computer Science

...
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1""ependenl
EDITORIAL
There has been much criticism around the campus concerning
the recently distributed 1979 y,earbooks. If everyone knew the
background information on how this book was put together then
we think that people would reconsider.
It was Tara Higgins, Karen Wignall and Bob Wade along with
several others who jumped in, in midstream, to salvage the remnants of a Memorabilia staff after Micki Egan, the duly elected
editor, shunned her responsibility to the students.
Egan had delivered only ten pages to the publisher before gi~ing up. Thereafter, pictures disappeared, staff quit and a general
feeling of resignation clouded the remaining yearbook staff.
Given these conditions, we feel that Wignall, Higgins and
Wade put out a superb yearbook using the remaining materials at
hand. Much research was needed to sort through the thousands
of pictures made available to them by the Independent and
others. A general call was put out asking for any personal pictures
taken during the 78-79 year. This yielded additional material to
work with. Several times Higgins had contacted Egan asking her
for any pictures she had in her possession. Three meetings were
set up for the editors to meet with Egan , and at all three she d id
not show up.
It is not easy ·to pick up the pieces of ·a puzzle that has beenscattered here and there, nor is it easy to assume control over an
organization after everyone has given it up for dead. Lookin~•·at
the 1979 yearbook we see a product of concern for those students

who, years from now, will pick ·up the book and remember,
hopefully with nostalgia, their years at Kean.
**** ******
We at the Independent wish to congratu late Ms. ·Jane German
for being chosen Student Organization 's new Business Manager.
Ms. German was picked from a field of about fifty applicants and
we hope tha she will be able to assume the responsibilities that go
with the job she has undertaken. It is sometimes a headache
overseelng the financial aspect of all the funded groups on campus, however, she has the backing of every student presently on
campus who has ever signed a "green-sheet".

ln .·

endent

ttters_

Worlds Of Stephen Crane
Dear Editor,
I would like to call to the attention of your readers " The Worlds of
Stephen Crane" display, which the English Depa rtm ent is sponsoring in
the lobby of the Nancy Thompson Library. An extension of thl• major
Crane ex hibit in the Newark Public Library, it was mounted by Zara
Cohan of the Fine Art s Department with the assistance of her colleague
Dani el Kadish .
For the material s I thank Charles Cummings of the Newark Public
Library, Vincent Merlo of the Instructional Resourc<• Cen ter, and Victor
Valla of the Design Production Studio. I especia lly wish to acknowledge
the Kean College Alumni Association for the $100 grant for tht• display
and Dean Patrick Ippolito, Mrs. Marion Kortjohn , and Dr. Loui s
Nagy for their cooperation .
Finally I want to thank your fea ture editor, Margaret Lerke for the excell ent coverage she has afforded the Stephen Crane Month acti vi ti es.
She and the others members of the Independent staff are providing an
excellent service to the college commu nity.
Sincerely,
John Bauer
Professor of Englisl:i

Gibson Resignation
Dear Editor,
During thi s past Thursday' Exec utive Board meetin g a member of
Student O rga ni za tion's Execut ive Boa rd , Hank G ibson, resigned from
office. Hank had served o n the Executi ve Boa rd for two years, fi rst as
Sop hom ore Class Preside nt and th en as Junior Class President.
On be half of the Execut ive Boa rd I would like to thank Hank for all
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tlw time> hl' has given StudPnt Organization and the s.tudents of Kean
Collegl'. His presence will be great ly missed and we all hope to see him
back on Council m•xt Sl'mestcr.
Respectfully,
Anna Church ,
Assistant Secretary
Student Organi zdtion, Inc.
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Commun-ication Help ·Center
Membership Drive ·
l

N.-o w u ·ntil December 1st.

"Break fn" Clarification .
,

Dear Editor,
Barbara Harvey' s articl l' " Break In At WIikins" is at'bPst a mass of ·
contradictions and at worst , sensationalistic and poorly composed. To
begin with , thP front page photo pncaptioned " The Box OffiCl· lil's easy
and o'pen to break into", shows a photo of th~ solid 21// ' oak Box Office door closed and lockt•d and not easy to break into.
Now to correct the errors in the Jrticle proper:
1
the incident occurred between 8:00 P.M. and 11 :45 A.M.
(he cash box was not tampered with some type of prying tool.
the entrance to thP box office was not forced open.
n~ employee of the Box Office was told by " admini stration or
other~is<'" not to talk about the incident.
there were no previous break-ins attempted p, ,or to the Oct. 22 incident .
thP last employee in the Box OffjcP that day wa s not Theresa
Hourihan, and the implication towards her and the others listed was
unwarranted and vulgar.
there were and are no employees at the Box Office who are
unavailable for comment.
As a matter of fact, I relayed a mPssage to Ms. HarVl'y that I would
very much like to make a stat.ement regard ing the iocidcnt. She nPver
made an appointment to speak to me.
In summation, good journalism relies on researchL>d facts. Bad journalism can be exampled by Ms. Harvey's article - incom.'Ct information , .unwarranted implications and outright sensationalism.
Lisa Molle
Performing Arts
Facilities E>ffice

Hotline -

Walk-In

Community Outreach

\

"We're looking for people with a desire
to help their fellow students and others
in the community."

'

Located in the
College Center CC- l41

527-2330 or 289-2101

BUS TRIP

DAV-I D BOWIE
•
1n
I

THE ELEPHANT MAN
Thursday, December 11, 1980
Evening Performance
Prrce $17.50 includes ticket and transportation
Information and reservations - College Center 143
Sponsored by Student Activities

Interferon P.roduction
"Goni ng": An Expression of the Human Interferon Gene in E.Coli,"
will be the topic November 25 at 1:40 p.m. when the biological
scie nces department of Kean College of New Jersey holds its first opento-the-public semi nar of the academic year in Bruce Hall 109:
Dr. Shuichiro Maeda, a fellow at the Roche Institute for Molecular
Biology, Nutley, will lead the seminar in an exploration of current
techniques in the production of the interferon molecule.
Dr. Gary Mallow of Linden, a biologist at Kean, said interferon is being investigated for its potential role in the treatme nt of cancer. A question and answer session will follow Maeda' s talk. Refreshments w ill be
served.
Additional information can be obtainec:J from Mallow at 527-2465.

Fat In America
Is being fat really a sin? Has anyone ever measured the amount of
unhealthful stress generated in people who spe nd their lives failing at
diets? Could it be more detrimental to health th an the ext,ra pounds?
Why if we fail to lose weight do we feel we are failures altogether?
These and other widespread questions about obesity will be explored
from a different point of view at a Kean College conference , "Fat in
America : Sociological Approach ," to be held Nov. 20 from 1:00 to
4:00 P.M. in Room 100, Hutchinson Hall, on the Kean campu s. .
According to Dr. Jack Kam merman, co-chairperson of the conference
and professor of soc iology at Kean, " Obesity conferences usually start
with the assumption that being fat is a sin. That' s an American idea.
There are cultures in which it's good to be obese. This conference starts
w ith a neutral point of view and asks why being fat is stigmatized in this
society."
.
·
" If we want to Jose weight, we can' t do it because we don' t feel in
control ," says Kammerman. " In this society, fat people.are held in low
esteem. Yet our sense of feeling in control is destroyed by being held in
low esteem - so the problem feeds on itself!"
'
The symposium is sponsored by the sociology department at Kean
College. Adm,ission is free and the public is invited .

t

The Independent' will publish:
on Wednesday, ~ovember
26, ·1 980. Deadlines for
submissi·o n of articles and
notices is today at 4:00.
Please help us by adhering·to
this deadline.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
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Counse·ling -By A Practicing Attorney
·Every Thursday_from 1 :O? P. .M to 5:00 P.M.
1

•
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When Irish Eyes Are Smiling

fi ne specia l on television detaili ng
by Jo·hn O ' Reill y
Undoubtedly in the past few the plight of these people, w hich
weeks you have read about the hopefully all of you saw.
This specia l showed ways in
" Blanket People" of North ern
Ireland. For those readers who w hic h we, as human beings, can
haven' t, they are Iri sh-Cathol ic help these people. W e ca n write
prisoners of war presently bei ng letters to va ri ous legislators, such
as M assac husetts Senator Ted
held in Briti sh prisons.
These men are cu rrently forced Kennedy, House Spea'ker np
to sit iri cold cell s wearing nothing O' Nei ll, and New York Governo r
but blankets. They are then starv- Hugh Carey, and urge them to put
1ed, beaten and tortured . One may · pressure on_ t he British Governwonder what hideous crime these ment to grant Northern Ireland its
men have committed . Perhaps freedom. It can be done.
Some people say Northern
they are cold-blooded murderers,
Ireland doesn ' t d ese rv e its
rapi sts or child molesters.
No, they are none of th ese, they freedom, they say look at the IRA
are nothing more than a group of and how rhey kill innocent peomen and women who are strug- ple, they poi nt to Lord M ountbatgling to freedom from the op- ten as an example, lets exa mine
that.
pressive British Government.
Lo rd M o unt ba tt e n was a
The reason I bring this up now
is because l~st week there w as a member of the British Royal Fami-_

ly, the sa me royal fami ly w ho had
one of its members tell IrishCatholic, Chicago M ayor Ja ne
Byrne that the Irish are Pigs. The
same roya l fa m ily w ho have kept
the Irish oppressed fo r a thou sand
years. No, Lord Moun~batten was
not an innocent man.
There is' usually no excuse to
use viol ence as a means to an
end. This case is an excepti on.
How else do you battl e an enemy
who kill s innocent people simply
because of their Religion .
What othet way is there to battle an enemy who slaughters
schoolchildren. There are parts of
N orthern I re land wh ere people
won' t even walk the streets, day
or night.
W e must help the Irish ga in
thei r freedom, w e as Am erican's
know in our hea rt w hat it is like to

fight t he Bri tish fo r freedom.
The tit le of this col umn is
" When Iri sh Eyes are Sm iling" ,
well, today there are ·no Iris h eyes
smiling, none in Northern Ireland
anyway, most of the Irish eyes
there are fi lled wi th the mist of
war, the noses w ith the stench of
death, and ea rs w ith the cries fo r
freedom.

Sun_
d ay Mass
·On Campus
Every Sunday
12:00 Noon
Browsing Room
(Bookstor~ Bldg.;

BIG BROTHERS
NEEDED
(2)
Union County Yo uth and .
Family Servi ces has requested two volunteers
from S.C.A.T.E. to act as Bi g
Brothers to 1-Six year old
in Cranford and 1-Ten year
old boy in Rahway.
If you can offer 2 hours
of your time each week,
please contact the SCA TE
Office, College Center
Building
(CC-122),
Telephone 351-2050.
. . . ._ We need people who
want to work w ith peopl e,
to offe r th eir help to those
wh o need th em. It ca n be a
rewardi ng _ experier:_,ce for
all.

I NTE RNATION AL
, STUDE NTS
The Intern ati o nal. Stu de nts
Association is happy to ann ounce
the opening of their new office
located on the 3rd floo r of
Douga ll Hall . W e urge all fore ign
and international stu d-e nts to stop
by and inquire about all the ·
events planned fo r this academi c
yea r:

W e would also like to use th is
opportu ni ty to announce our
week ly meet ings held every Tuesday during college hour (1 :40
p. m .) in J- 102.
For furth er inform ation please
con tact: Carol McBea n - Se cre tary
Tel. 527-2888 - Alex Ajayi - President Tel. 527-2856 .
W e look forward to your active
imm lvement in all the acti vities
plann ed for t he rem ai n i ng
academic yea r.

Mr. John Hillock and Mr. Luis
Caraballo are counselors in the
Proceed D rug and Al c ohol
'c ou nseling Center. They are interested in organizl,Dg a drug
prevention outreach program in
the Commun ity. If interested,
contact them at 301 Elizabeth
Ave nue, El izabeth, N.J. 07206
Tel. (201) 527-0418.

\
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- ■ ON THE .BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT 22.Think of a ship as a corporation, and it's not farfetched at
all. A destroyer may have
- fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show.
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
epsign after just 16 weeks of .
leadership training at Officer
Candidate School.
Choose to be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
people and equipment almost
immediately.
Many officers go on for
further advanced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its officers-

everything from nuclear propulsion to systems analysis,
oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school, this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about o{ficer opportmrities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toll-free .800-841-8000 (in GA
call toll-free 800-342-5855).
There's no obligation, and
you'll learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
htanagement. As a college
graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you'll get it soonerand more of it-in the Navy.

7
Cl«
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000
Pelham Manor, New York 10803
0 Yes, I'm interested in becoming
a Navy Officer. Please send me
more information.(~)

I
I

~

S.C.A.T.E.
I

Name
FIRST

(Pl.EASE PRINT)

LAST

Address

Cit y

S tate- -Zip- -

A ge-·- t C ollege/University
+Gradua t ion D a t e - - ◊Grade P oint _ _·
t. Major/ Minor

_;,

Phone Number
(AREA CODE)
CNll/80
fhe More We Know. The More We Can Help.
he P rivacy Act under Title 10, Section 503 ,
505, and 510 states t hat you do not ha ve to
answer the personal questions we have asked .
However. t he mo r e we kn ow, t h e m ore
11tturately we can determine your q ualifiestions for our Navy Officer P rogram.

I
I
_J

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

All majors can
.
.
gain expenence
through volunteer·
work in their
field. We have
positions open _
immediately.
NEEDED -At
least 50 ·
volunteers. CALL
Monday thru Friday. 351-2050 or
see us in CC 122
-S.C.A.T.E. Office. HELP
YOURSELF BY
HELPING
OTHERS!!

Nov: ~O, 1980
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woman-space

Stephen Crane's
Poetry To Be Read

( {11/1/l'''

by John Bauer
A Stephen Crane poetry reading
will be conducted by Professors
Kevin Larsen and John 8--auer of
the English Department on Tuesday, November 25 , at. 1:40 p.m.
in the Browsing Room of the
Bookstore Building. Union Co~n-

n/

!\.'('\\ 'ell ~

! 1uli/11 / ./11,H'\'

ty poets Penny Harter and
William Higginson will be on
hand to recite the specially commissioned poems they did to
commemorate Crane in the
statewide celebration and to
discuss Crane's craftman~hip as a
poet.

H. L. Mencken
N.ot So Impossible

-,►)

by Linda lamer
court system in New Jersey, with
On Wednesday, November 12, , experienced and properly trained
Woman Talk had as its guest
judges-assisted by a panel of exspeaker, Sylvia Kordower, Presiperts. At present we have "a
It is believed that Crane began
dent of OWLA (Organization of fragmented and chaotic court
writing poetry after meeting
Women for Legal Awareness) .
system" which hears different
William Dean Howells, who inThe subject of the program:
aspects of the same case in
troduced him to the verse of Emily
" Women' s Legal Rights in Marseparate courts, and frequently
Dickinson . To a large extent
riage and Divorce." The concluone court doesn't know what the
Crane' s poems are epigrammatic
sions: we don' t have ·many! To
other is doing. OWLA states that
encapsulations of his cynical and
sum up Ms. Kordower's major
divorce represents 50% of all civil
ironic views of both man and
points: " Protection be&ins by procases, and that the horrors of long
God . In subject matter they reflect
tecting yourself in marriage; mardrawn out litigation and
the rootlessness and spiritual
riage is a partnership and each- perpetuated by the lawyers and
bankruptcy of the modern world.
spouse is an equal partner!" Be
inadequate legal system.
In form they depart from the tradiaware of what you own in your
The legal, psychological, finantional patterns that were in vogue
partnership. If you have an incial and physical problems of a
in American poetry in the 1890' s.
surance policy or a health plan,
divorcing family could be dealt
Crane preferred The Black
make sure you are an equal cowith in a more humanistic and fair
Riders (1895), his first book of owner and not merely a depenmanner if our present system
poems, to The Red Badge of
dent. Have bank accounts and .. were replaced with a family court
Courage: " The reason is, I supcredit cards in your own name,
judge assisted by a panel of expose, that the former is the more
and not as Mrs. John Doe.
....
perts. A completed study containserious effort. In it I aim to give my
Last year in the United States
ing OWLA's suggestions for
ideas on life as a whole, so far as I
there were about one million
reform has been sent to Governor
know it, and the latter is a mere
divorces and approximately
Byrne. Additional information on
episode - an illumination ." He
29,000 in New jersey. The current
this and other legal matters perpublished one other volume of
rate of marriage to divorce is runtaining to women are available
poetry, War Is Kind, in 1899. Adning two-to-one, with 95% of the
through OWLA, 17 No. Clinton
ditional poetry appeared
welfare _rolls comprising single
Street, East Orange, N.J. 07019;
posthumously.
women with families. According
the phone number is 762-5208.
to Kordower, matrimonial law is
A number of poems set to music
the most appealing area for
by James L. Waters and John
today's attorney: matrimonial
Cimino will be performed by the
lawyers are making fortunes ~New
New Jersey State Opera Young
NOTE TO READERS
Jersey is one of 38 states to enArtists on Sunday, December 7, at
dorse equitable distribution of
2:00 p.m. in Wilkins Theatre
Following are the topics of
property; hence, women are
before the production of The
the remaining Women Talk
spending 2-6 years proving their
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky. Free
worth in court while their lawyers
programs for this semester.
tickets are available at the Wilkins
and accountants are raking in
11/26
Theatre Box Office (527-2337).
their fees. To summarize the two
"Environmental Hazards of
Our Work World" Lillian Ro~
most important legal changes,
bins Ph.D.
quent loneliness, his acute self Kordower outlined the need for
12/3
awareness and his stern accep- federalized divorce laws and
"Right to Choose" Fran
community property where each
tance of his life.
Avallone, state chairman Right
H . L. Mencken attacked virtual- spouse is automatically entitled to
to Choose Committee
ly everybody and everything and 50% of everything. All gifts given
12110
so, much of his darker side, in- to one spouse by the other during
"Stress and Today's
cluding his bigotry, has been a marriage is split 50-50 (diamond
Woman" Rhoda Goodman,
omitted. Instead, Rothman's por- ring included!) So, according to
M .S.W.
trayal gives us a timeless New Jersey law, it is just as pro12/17
caricature of an iconoclast who fitable to give as to receive!
"Weight Loss: How to Take
Kordower compared the hiring
had enjoyed and accepted his life.
it Off and Keep it Off' Carolyn
In regard to his many vices, which · of an attorney to that of an interior
Carmichael, Ph.D.
included heavy drinking, H. L., decorator. If you want stripes and
himself, once said, "You can't polka dots and floral prints in your
pay too riiuch attention to the - living room, then that's what the
science of life lest you forget the decorator should help you
achieve (really, Sylvia!) Your
art of living."
lawer is hired to do your bidding;
"The Impossible H. L. Menif he doesn't, get rid of him or her
cken" plays Tuesday through
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., ex- and shop for another. Judges are
cept Thursday evenings at 6:30 all political appointments. So, the
p.m.; Wednesday and Saturday governor must like them, or at
least know someone who does.
matinees at 2 p.m.; and Sunday
According to a recent news
matinees at 3 p.m. at, again, the
release
from OWLA, it is extremeAmerican Place Theatre, 111
ly important IC? push for a family
West 46th St.
by Linda lamer
Sidney Austin has taught at
Seton Hall, Jersey City State College, Orange County Community
College and is currently teaching
Tai Chi at Union High School
Adult School and to groups of
by Allan Margolin
senior citizens in Union and West.
1. Who played Captain Nemo in 20,000 Leagues Under the
Caldwell.
Sea?
Angela Soucy teaches Tai Chi at
. 2: Name the Green Arrow's secret identity.
Linden High School and Sarah
3. Who played Jim Phelps on Mission Impossible?
Lawrence Coll. They both teach at
4. Who played the Wolfman in Frankentstein Meets the
the Essex County Dept. of Parks,
Wolfman?
Recreation ·and Cultural Affairs_
5. What ·did Mr. Brady do for a living on The Brady Bunch?
. Tai Chi is an internal system
6. Who played the Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz?
where the individual's strength
7. Who killed Captain America's side~ick Bucky?
comes from within as opposed to
8. What is Col. Klink's first name on Hogan's Heroes?
outward strength. Example: Think
9. What kind of soul was Old King Cole?
of the inner strength used ill an in10. What was Rob Petrie's army rank on The Dick Van Dyke
fant's grasp. Tai Chi is one of the
Show?
'
most effective means of self11. Who played Mr. Hammer in The Cocoanuts?
defense, having originated in
12. What color is The Green Lantern's ring powerless against?
China about 2000 years ago.
13. Who starred in the movie Scared Stiff?
To master Tai Chi; one must first
14. On what channel did WJM broadcast on The Mary Tyler
"let
go of the ego". This oriental
Moore Show?
·
method for good health and self15. Where do the Douglases live on Green Acres?
defense will either draw you to its
serenity, softness, control and
balance of the complex series of
·18s,-0L
Pcll!4=>JV ·s
a 111 "Ja100H ·s L
movements, , or will completely
·Jr Aaue4:) uo7 ·v
lL 1auue4:) ·v L 1nos pJO A.uaw V '6
mystify you by the total lack of
WJcl41!M ·g
saAeJ9 JaJad '£
SIMcll pue U!lJew "£ L
owaz UOJeg "L
resemblance to anything called
uaanb. JaA!IO
Mo11aA L
exercise or self-defense in the
'JS AaJeH :,per ·9
uosew sawer · L
XJeW 04:>nOJ'.:) . LL
West.

Tai Chi
& Today's
Women

Trivi.al ities

hi' R,t1 ·mrnH I I.ago .
At the American Place Theatre
on W. 46th St., Henry Louis Mencken has been brought back to
life just in time for what would
have been his 100th birthday in
"The Incredible H. L. Mencken".
H. L. Mencken, born Sept. 12,
1880 in Baltimore, might have
been this country's most admired
and most notorious reporter, columnist, editor, critic. H. L. was
the editorsin-chief of the
Baltimore Herald, reporter and
columnist for the Baltimore Sun
Papers, and co-editor of Smart Set
Magazine and American Mercury.
His own writings include the
twelve volume "The American
Language" and "Treatise on the
Gods".
John Rothman portrays Mencken in this one man, two act
show which puts on display the

controversial sages base prejudices, which include a high opinion of women and a great disdain for idiots. Rothman, who
recently played Jack Abel in
Woody
Allen's
Stardust
Memories, also conceived and
wrote the play.
The first act is heavy in political
material from which such names
as Harding, Davis, and Coolidge
have been deleted to demonstrate
how contemporary Mencken's
remarks can be. This act is also
much too slow partially due to the
material but mostly to Rothman's
relaxed, lengthy delivery of his
monologue and his irritatingly
thick albeit authentic Baltimore
accent.
The second act focuses more on
the inner Mencken, namely; his
failure with women, his subse-

·z

·z
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Marilyn
Horne

Lunchtime Thea,tre:
"Lovers And O-ther Strangers"

by Mike Kinney
The Kean College Theatre
Series is offering yet another
menu for our seemingly unsatiable appetites, and once again
a feast may be in the making.

" Lunchtime Theatre" is the
m.i in ,our,<• as "Lovers And
Ot ht•r Stra ngers" h.i, lwgun tlw
first stages of a truly fine meal.
Kean students Jeff M eyer and
Lorraine Laniga n are preparing
thi , parti cu l,ir , ,m ·.id ,1, din ·c tor,
of the lwo-acl production . E,ich
act of Lovers ... is actually a

Worship
Service:
I.F.C.M.

The Classical Concert Series of Kean College will present Marilyn
Horne on Saturday, December 13, at 8 P.M. in the Wi lkins Theatre.
M iss Horne has been described as possessing one of the most beautiful
natural voices in the world today. Her performances have been
cheered in major opera houses in Europe and America, including The
M etropolitan Opera House, La Scala, Covent Garden and the San Fran•
ci'sco O pera Hol5e.
.
·
~
·
.
Tickets are
sale at the box office in W ilki ns T.P.A. Student( w ith a
valid I.D. can purchase up to two tickets at the special rate of one dollar
apiece. Those who attend w ill hear an exceptiongl musicia n, a per-

on

former who is known as a joy to hear, a singerin a mi ll ion. The Concert
Committee is overjoyed that she will be appearing on our campus.
The Concert Committee

The Council and members of
the Interfaith Campus Ministry
wish to extend to the Administration, Faculty, Staff and Student
Body of Kean College an invitation to our next W o rship Service
to be held on Sunday, November
23, 1980 at 5:00 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge of Downs Hall, featu,ri ng Praise . Power Choir , of
Newark, N.}. alo\1g with Exodu~
Gospel Choir. Our message of the
day will be deliverd by Rev. Eddie
J. Cannon, an Associate Minister
of the Evangelistic Deliverance
Church, Bridgeton, N.J. also a student here at Kean College .
We.do hope that you will come
out and worsh ip with us and get
to know what the I. F.C.M is all
about. O ur offi ce is.located
the
2nd floor of Dougall Hall (Room
200A), and for further information, please contact Joel Rudolph,
Chairperson, Bartlett Hall, Apt.
108, 527-2204.
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So belly up, because on Dec. 6,
7 and 8 you will inherit the flav9r
ol I II11< '111111, · I h, ·.1I n· 111 "Lovers
And Otlwr Strangt•r~." '

.P anorama:
by Robyn Alparone
Often in the music industry,
various artists have fou.nd it difficult to create follow ups for their
previous P,latinum albums. New
wave group, The Cars, have not
seemed to find such difficulty.
Aft('r two ti,w rc>IPd~< ''
The• Cars
,ind Candy-O-, thi, Hc"l011-lm·d
group consisting of Ric Ocasek
(lead vocal/rhythm guitar), Ben
· Orr (lead vocal/bass) , Elliot Easton
(lead guitar), David- Robinson
' (dn:i,ms),_ · _and Gregg Hawkes
· (keyb0ards/sax) , continue to attract the masses with their latest
LP .Panorama.

Containing simple, sometimes
puzzling lyrics combined with
~yncop,l t< ·d fut uri , t IC - b,1 ck- u p
Panorama creates the mood of
fast-paced living. At times, many
of

the

tracks

have

a

slight

redundency talki ng of su ltry girls,
shallow relationships, and sexual

connotations. But rather than this
being tiring, the Cars prove their
professionalism by using their uni-

The
Cars

que mixing of various techniques
such as robot-like melodies and
prominent rhythm sections. Also,
the Cars do not have long pau ses
between songs; the tracks flow
smoothly from one into the orher.
Hit single, " Touch and Go", is
rather difficult to listen to at first
for the melody and rhythm are
out of the usual norm . If listened
to a number of times, " Touch and
Go's" hypnotic q'uality attracts
the listener.
Gimme Some. Slack is the best
cut on the album. This song is fill ed with powerful percussion ·as
well as a catchy chorus. These
same qualities are found in
" Don' t Tell Me No", another interesting tune.
The rest of the album is basically the same type of music that is
the Car's trademark. However,
Panorama seems to be leani ng
towards "punk" more intensely
than t he previous tw o album s.
This fact wi ll get Cars fans
wondering what the group will
put out next.

Whitney Museum N.Y. City
Edward Hopper Exhibition

Forum·

. For further information on this

ed young actors/actresses are as
foll,",., : ,,,11 I <•iJl'fl.1 113n-11d,11
Garret Gega (Jerry), Cathi Tuliy
(Bea), Ed Carrion (Frank) , Garry
Tamburro (Richie) and Lori Oertal
(Joan) .
It is now a matter of several
weeks of rehearsal and further
rehearsal until the production is
trimmed and available for consumption .

Museum Bus Trip

Academic
Safety
ACADEMIC SAFETY CONSORTIUM OF NEW JERSEY to be held
on December 3, 1980. Monona
Rossol, MS, MFA, University of
Wisconsin, will be the featured
speaker of the Fine Arts Hazards
presentation offered by the
Academic Safety Consortium , a
state-wide college forum. Hosted
by Kean College, Ms. Rossol's participation is sponsored by the Fine
Arts Committee of the Kean College Co-Curricular Program
Board. Information Di rector of
the Center for Occupational
Hazards, Monona Rosso! has
worked for seven years as a
research chemist. Her knowledge
on the subject is strengthened by
MS and MFA degrees in sculptu re
and ceramics. She is President of
the Artist-Craftsmen of New York,
an organization whose efforts
resu lted in legislation banning the
dye benzidi ne from further use.
The entire program concerni ng,
haza rd s encou ntered i n .1-/'(e
classroom w ill take playe on
December 3, 1980 from }1:00 am
to 4:00 pm . Speakers from OSHA,
DEP and various com~an ies w ill
pr~sent lectures in [Jpwns Hall,
Hutchinson j-100 and the 13rowsing Room .

separate play in itself, with " Brenda and Jerry" and Bea , Frank,
Richie and Joan being the twopart banquet.
Auditions, held Nov. 11 , 12 and
13, were greeted by no less than
52 hungry enthusiastic performers. Jeff Meyer explained that
it was an extremely diffi cult task
selecting the cast, as talent was in
abundance throu ghout the auditions.
However, final decisions must
always be made, and that they
were as the cast of six was chosen
last Friday afternoon. Thesf' skill-

Thursday, December 4, 1980
Leave Kean 10:00 AM - Return by 4:30
Information & Reservation:
Student Activity - Call 143
Price $1.00 - Show Student I.D.
$3.50 Non-Student

Mary Anthony Dance Company
& Th e Kea n Co llege Womens Ch o ru_s

Decem beF-1 - 8 :15 p. m . - Wil kin s Th eatre

G RTRlJDE STEIN
LIVES!!L ..
... Wit h PA T CA RROL L
See th is hit O ff- B'way
show in Wil ki n's Theatre
at 8:00 p.m. Monday,
· Nov. 24th, 1980.

If you·think our barmaids are sexy, check out
our dancers. Continuous go-go dancing from
noon until closing.

$2.00 FuH Time Stude nrs

· 1
consortium pe.ne ca
anie
$3.00 General Admission
Kadish, Art Department, exten~ 2307 or Donald Pachuta,
Call: TPA Box Office:
~
ist,y Department, ~ ~ ~ ,,,.. __ _ _ _
J......~...- - - - - - - - -

s_,1_._2_J_.J7.........

•

420 N. Broad Street

Flizabeth, N.J.

JS1 • .11
..~-~.
._______._._____. -...........-i..,!!!!l'!!JII!!!!'!!!!!!!!~ ~
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Future Focus·.

DEATH WATCH?

nard' s Star. Once it ent ers the Barnard 's Star system, thP ship ,..;,ill
have 96 hours to exec ut e its mi ssion. Several automatl'd probt>s
will bt-> ejected from the main ship
to tab, a close look at th e most interestin g features of thP system.
All th e information gathered by
th<' µrobes will be relayed back to
thP mother ship, and from there
th <' data will be radioed back to
waiting scientists, some of thPm
not even born wh en th e ship w as
launched, on Earth.
Th e Daedulu s mission w ill givt>
man hi s first view of an ali en star
system. When transmissions from
the starship reach Earth, almost 48
yea r~ aftE'r launch date, millions
will bl' before their televisions;
they will be treated to the greatest
show thl' space program ew r
presented . A bonus of the mission
will be that the date gathered
about the star system will be so
detailed as to re~uire a transmission period of several years. This
will keep the space scientists happy for decades as they study the
information, the fruit of their long
vigil of waiting, and realizP that
the wait was worthwhi.l l'.

by Th oma, Devaney

and functions. This wnuld enablt•
Last WP<'k, this column outlined the comµut er lo co ntinu e to funcsome of th e particulars of Project tion pr<..1pPrly even if some its
DaPdulu s, man' ~ first proposed main system~ failed. ThP com1
11111•r,1r•ll,H Jll'()IH•. I 11 1, ,Hlicl< · will pult•r would " repair" itsplf by
!"()111111111· w11h .i d is< u,,ion of IIH• swi tching off th e damaged ci rcuit s
< 01111H1l1·I lh.il will control lhl'· and
switching on 1edundant
,hip ,rnd llw 11,1111r!' of tlw seco ndary back up systems.
Ill ISS IOl 1.
The starship' s mission· will be to
The ~ontrolling co mputer, or make a fly by reconaissa nce of the
brain, on board thP DaPdulus Barnard 's Star systt'm. Barna rd 's
spacecraft will be the most Star has been chosPn, for it is 5.9
sophisticated ma,hi1w ewr built. light-years away, and there is the
The computer brain will have to possibility that the sta r may have
be capable, to a CP rtain extent , of planets orbi tin g it. This has been
ind ependent thought. It will have deduced by astronom ers because
the ability to makP distinctions of ct>rtain rotational perturbations
between normal ~pace situations deic>cted by observing tht' star.
and potentially dangerous in- The abnormalities in rotation incidents and be able to avoid the di ca tP the presence of two or
latter. Though this sounds rath er three planets the size of Jupit er.
complex for a machinP, the inTraveling at 14% the speed of
telligence it would need to pt•r- light , the starship will take forty
form this function would be no years to reach 'its destination.
greater than that of a low phyla Wh en it gets to Barnard's Star, _it
reptile. The computer nePds to will fly through tht' system at a
have this capability, for once it is distance of about 100 million '
beyond tht· solar system, it will be miles from the star. Constant
totally beyond the control of checks by the computer of star
Earth.
positions during the voyage
Another built-in featun• that will should preclude the ship's going
be requirt>d is n•duntancy of parts off course and crashing into Bar-

. 1s :Gary Numa_n Human?
• by Charles Fowler Jr.
. On TELEKON, Gary " Numan
himself utilizes his vocals, the
mini-moog, polymoog, ARP prosoloist, JP4, piano, prophet 5, and
the compurythm. This must mean
the man is multi-talented, right?
Then why does every song sound
like his most commercially successful song to date, CARSJ
Because all Gary Numan knows
how to do is push buttons and
turn knobs. He does this to get a
distinct sound. The only problem
is it has been the same distinct
sound for three albums now and it
is starting to be irritating. Enough
is Enough. Why is it then that
myself and others agree that Gary
Numan is boring but we keep
,coming back for more? Curiosity
killed a cat and I am very curious
about Gary Numan . The songs on
TELEKON al l sound as if they
were written in another ga laxy
and I wouldn ' t doubt it. The
words are not too ea~y to figure
out either. " I Dream of Wires" is
a perfect exa mple. So cloes Lee
Majors but that is only when he is
acting.
Help me before I go nuts. What
is this guy trying to prove? Or
what am I trying to prove? How
can I bad mouth the poor little
alien and then continue to listen,
listen, and listen again.
I know what to do. I will go see
him at th e Palladium and figure
this st range creature out once and
for all. Believe me, what you have
read up until this point is what I
wrote before the show.
·1did go to see Gary Numan but
I will not let it bother me. I am no
longer curious. The theatre wai.
dark and with the first show of
light one could see steam rising
from the stage as it does from the
streets in the city because of the

w, AITE RS

subways. Numan was dressed iti
the same black jumpsuit with the
red trimmings he wears on the
cover of TELEKON. He ope'ned
up with "I. am an Agent", a·song
that does not make any sense but
to Numan's credit, doesn't sound
simila·r to CARS. The four other
songs I was able to sit through
before .walking out sounded exactly like CARS and once again to
his credit, I am glad one of them
did because one of them was

9

After buying three albums and
seeing almost half oi his show, ·t
am convinced that Gary Numan is
lost in space and ,f he never
comes down, it. will pea. little better for all of us.

Am~rican people.
b\' Sue Karl
Death Watch? also deals with a
Death Watch? by Joan Harvey,
i~ a political play " on th e Con~ multitude of problems facing the
spi ra cy of th e western war American people; nukes, bombs,
machine" , dea ling with th e ques- we hea r of a private army being
ti on of nu clea r power, bombs and train ed out7n Florida, nuclear
wastes being transported through
waste.
In the play Annie, George, Jim, our cities on our roadways which
Kate and loe are part of an anti- are so dangerous that if just one
nucl ear activist group. All are liv- truck were to crash or acquire a
leak, hundreds of people would
ing in a New York apa rtm ent,
while across the hall lives Jessica, die from the poison gasses.
wife to a professor of political Another problem dealt with in the
science, who is at tht> time, off play is the fact that there is on file
with a team of specia lists doing a report researched by our
political scientist and 12 other
resea rch for th e government.
Annie and George work .to sup- specia li sts that not only proves
port their small group while Jim, American can not exist as we
Kat e and Joe are active in the anti- know it without war. This report
also states the average American
nuke movement. •.
Jessica on th e other hand seems citizen will be upset by this report
to live in her own world refusing and recommends this report not
to believe th e imminent danger td be published. The report states an
society. Ben, Jessica's father-in- alternative to war and this is manla·w, is a pigheaded retired soldier datory slavery for the lower
who is convinced that American classes .
Death Watch? is a fast moving
society as it is now cannot be
play in which Joan Harvey maki:;s
stable or secure without war.
an intense statement against a
Lyle, Ben's side kick and so called
"slave", follows Ben around like country of so many being governa puppy looking for his master to ed by so few. Many of these'peopat him on the head.
·
ple care only about getting rich as
Nancy is the information source quickly as possible.
Death Watch? is based on fact
for the anti-nuke group and tells
many an interesting and horrifying and a brbliograpl)y may be obtained at the theater: Perform~ by,
tale about the government as well
as the large corporations and the the 4th Wall Reperatory Company
people who own them. 'The group Death Watchl is at the Truck and
is shocked to find out what com- . .W~rehouse Theater, 79 E. 4th
pany is owned by whom, and Ave., N.Y.C. and can be seen
how many, or should I say how Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
few men have controlling in- at 8 P.M. For information call
fluence on what happens to the (212) 222-7008.

.R I C·l IARD HAAS: illusionist
painter comes to .~ean

CARS.
Gary didn' t even push buttons
or pull knobs. I thought I would at
least get a laugh from that. All he
did was walk around th e 1stage _
very slowly and sing, if that is
what you call it.
In th e song "Remember I Was
Vapour", Gary says "Remember
I am Human." I say to myself,
Who is he trying to foo l? Gary
continues, " Remember I am just
like you." Forget it! Don' t forget,
this is th e same guy who prays to
aliens and heaven forbid, " nearly
married a human ." Help him .
After four songs my friend ' was .
begging me to leave but I convinced him to stay for one more.
The song "CONVERSATION"
begins and Gary si ngs his most
truthful phrase he has ever written; " My conversation is only
lies. " We have music that sounds
the sa me and lyrics which are not
truthful. OK th en Gary Numan,
we' ll be seeing you .

l

~l
~l

fl
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A'N D WAITRESSES
NEEDED FOR WEEK.END
W :)RK ONLY
SOME EX PERI ENCE
' NEC ESSA Ry
P. • M •
CALL AFTER ' 12
,

ARTS DIALOGUE has invited
Richard Haas, the noted illusionist
painter, to appear as the featur:.ed
guest speaker in this ongoing lecture series. Richard Haas will present a slide lecture on Tuesday,
December 2 in Vaughn-Eames
112 at 1:40 p.m. College Hour. At
this time he will speak about "lndoor an<i Out-door Murals · Projects and Proposals.'.'

"'

37.,_,~6
,9
..."f s~
.
,
r::
_

Richard Haas uses -city buildings, both as canvas and subject
· for his art. Trompe l' oeil is ' the
basis of his work a:,d he has
transfornaed city bilildings· born

j '.'J.~

1,.,;..,.....;..~......:;;.-..~~
- ·--......-...............- - - - ~ - - - - - .~

Ja;½,:~

.:. ¥._~k !o
Boston
G;"!"~,n :, !~ he has
g1~ n~e,i.,..ITfJdcflt•·qttne-!>J9c~

l t9. :~~Jh,

buildings to corner builo1ng~.
Richard Haas' pa.inting rec reates
the past and fntegrates it to give
variety to the straight boxes that
are most modern buildings.
Richard Haas' illustrated lecture
should pro-qe to be both infor-

- Lil

j

mative -~nd enlightening and the
College community is invited to
atten.d this Arts Dialogue presentation .
For further information please
call extension 2307.
\.

PROBLEM PREGNANCYl
Free pregnancy testing and counseling.
'

• r

· Birthright 743-2061
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Kean Soccer Team OutE

PholO by Dave Katro.,,ski

They were given the chance and made a valiant attempt-in their.bid for the NCAA championship this past Saturday against Averett CoUege (VA.).

Photo by Dave Katrowski

Final score Averett, 1 - Kean, 0.

A Mexican standoff between back George Harris (No. 19) and Averep player.

Photo by Dave Katrowski

Nov. 20, 1980
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tanding Desl)ite Defeat

Photo by Dave Katrowski

Joe Petrucelli (No. 17) facing close coverage in attempt to score.

Kean makes attempt to score in a lightning second half.

Photo by Dave Katrowski

I
Phot o by Dave Katrowski
Photo by Dave Katrowski

Rooters kept Averett to only a 1-point lead throughout game.

Squeeze play is made on .Co-Captain John Apostolou .
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F_URD THE FROG,,

by Ray Mauro
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56
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ACROSS
47 Name in stage
13 Former Tunisian
1 Symbol of
lore
' VIPs
authority
48 Certain fisher18 Famed seam5 Run a meeting
man
stress
10 Star in Draco
49 Public contests
19 Snappish
14 Confess
52 "The King-" 24 Athenian,meet15 "Stormy
53 - - Claire, Wis.
ing place
Weather" singer 56 Contractual
25 Name for a
16 - - maJeste
agreement:
Jeunne fllle
-17 Legislature
Phrase
26 Assembled
20 Columnist
60 Owen's "Strange '?,7 Brazen one
Kupcinet
Meeting," e.g.
28 ~ake - - of
21 See 8 Down
61 Edison's Park
(jot _down) ..
. 22 Appolntmtmts
62 Port of Israel
29 Watery sound
. 23 'Near and Far•·
6,3 Holds a
30 Historic
25 Benedict or
meeting
.~ting
Florentir,e
64 Laurence ·or
31 Complete
27 "Thereby Tuck
32 •Social liabilities. . .
tale''.
65 Famed anthro35 ·Juliet's confi29 Childhood
pologist
dante.
activity
36 C,ttlsel for·cut30 Ball player.
DOWN
lng ,grool(es
33 "Do1 Seasonal trio
44 Bad hand, at
others .. ."
2 Declare
. bridge
34 Dark
3 Historic gather46 Once upon a
. Ing
36 --town
time, to Cicero
37 Evening, In
4 Member of the
47 Composer
Evlan
fold
Taylor ,
38 Suppress ·
5 Educational
48 - - Gay, his39 Aware of
assemblies of a
toric plane ·
40 Porch in 24
sort
49 Lacunae
Down
6 Felix and Tim
50 To me, to Mimi
41 Bears, to
7 River in Armenia
51 Gather
Plautus
8 Certain. politi52 Vedic
42 Shore of the
fire god
cians
Bodensee
54 Spanish seaport
9 In medias 43 Hankering
55 Second-hand
10 Soprano Gluck
44 London social
and others
57 Bretton Woods
gathering
f1.,nd: Abbr. '
11 Obligation
45 Actor Moor and
12 Guernsey or
58 Father of Abner
namesakes
Jersey
59 "Here- . .. "
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by Lisa Fernancjez,

PLANET OF DRONE
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SPEE'DHU·NT
THIS GAME IS SIMILAR TO THE
" FIND-A-WORD" PUZZLES SEEN IN
POPULAR MAGAZINES. THE ONLY DIFFEREN.CE HERE 1s YOU'RE .i 1Meb~
:iTRY-:
TO FIND 15 tHPDEN WORDS"1N' T~E .·
BOX -BELOW~.:,:tL60K DIAGONAltY, '
.
..._.
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r
'
HORIZONTAL!l~Y, VERTICALLY AND
6ACKWARDS ''FOR THE ·::;TERMS. 'fHIS
WEEK'S TOPIC.- INDEPENDENT CO~- '
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Look fo r: Uersey) DEVIL, {Capta in) NARC, FURD: (Chip) DARROW,
(O ld Man) MUNSK , WALLY & MOLLY , (Ma n From) SPASM, TED,
CREATURE (Of W KNJ), (The Relentless) INVISIBLf, WARPMINE,
SYLVIA, JESSICA, GIDEON BLUE, (Keanstone) KOPS.
•
P.uzzle sho ul d take 2½ - 3 m_inutes in o rder to get credit.
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.Notices ·• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices •
C.C.B. Sunday Night Movies
presents:

Kean College Ou~ing ·Club
A trip has been scheduled to Vermont over our winter break from
January 4th - 11th, from Sunday to Sunday.
The adventures of this trip will include skiing, cross-country skiiing,
ice-skating, plus numerous other activities.
The house is located in Vermont ar '.~~t is about a half hour from Killington, Pico, and Sugar Bush. The house sleeps 18 and it is on 5 acres of
land plus there is an indoor fireplace.
The rent for this week is approximately $40 dollars per person. You
supply your own food.
Come with the Outing Club to Vermont. For further information
come to Outing Club Meeting at J-132 or call Lori - 751-0297 or Doug
-527-2866.
For information on ot her scheduled trips, please call or attend the
meetings.

C.E.C. Council for,Exceptional Children
NEEDS YOU!
The early childhood, elementary ed, art ed, social wprk,
psychology, occupational therapy, special ed., and all majors
are welcome to join.

JOIN US!-our meetings are on Tuesdays at College free hour.
1:40 -3:00 p.m. in Hutchinson (J)-137 .
'

· Help make this year successful, join C.E.C. NOW!

PUB'·i>OLICY
Location: T .I" .A.
Price: 25¢
Time: 7:30 P .M.

The Search Is On!
We are looking for the

Hottest Lips
• AMA Kiss-Off Kissing Contest
in the Student Center.
Now thru Dec. 5 .
Grand Prizes
Donation - 50¢ entry fee.
The Go-Curricular Program Board

PITCHERS OF BEER AND CARAFES OF
WINE WILL BE SOLD UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
"PUB" TIME. IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD
THAT THE BEER MUST BE FINISHED BY
1:00 A.M. "PUB" TIME OR IT WILL
BE TAKEN AWAY. NO PITCHERS OR
CARAFES WIL·L BE SOLD AFTER
12:30 A.M.
ANYONE CAUGHT TAKING A PITCHER
OR CARAFE OUT OF THE PUB WILL BE
-BARRED PERMANENTLY.

~pue MANAGER

p-resents:

A Theatre Trip to: PETER PAN
on
Wednesday, December 10, 1980 .
at 8:00 P.M.
Tickets will be available starting
November 10, 1980 between the hours
of 12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. jn the
Student Activities Office.

PRICE: $13:50
There are only 50 seats available and
only 2 tickets are available
per College 1.D.
First Come - First Served Basis.

The Climax Of Your Day

COFFEEHOUSE
Tonight
November 20
9:00
Sloan Lounge
25¢ Admission

PERFORMERS
PLEASE ARRIVE .
BY 8:00

KCTV
General
Meeting ·
Friday,
November 21
1:30
Grill Room
\

'
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Nov. 20, 1980

.Classifieds
FOR SALE
1974 International Scout
2-wheel drive, AM /FM, air,
attachable camping tent.
60,000 miles. 276-0860

STEREO EQUPMENT
Discount Price~. ·
Full WarranLy
Call Mike at 361-9044

SKI WEEK IN QUEBEC
• R/T Transportation • 6 Nights Lodging • 5 Days Unlimited Skiing,' Mo_nt. Ste-Ann e, .Quebec • 3 Full M ea ls a Day (except Fri .
dinner) • All Tips & Tax, Plus EXTRAS ·

$259
Trip Dates:' Dec. 28, 1980 - Jan. 4, 11 , 18, 25, 1981
Call Rosal n: 893-4702
Typing For Book Publisher
Part-time typing, typesetting,
miscellaneous work for book
publisher. $3.50 per hour. In
Hillside, N.J. - 10 minutes from
the campus. Call Sue Mac
Gregor , Enslow Publishers,
964-4116.

"HELP WANTED" - Sharp
mature student wanted for p/t
saleswork in the No. l Men's
Store in Livingston Mall. Exceptional opport unity for an
outgoing responsible individual.
Contact Mr. Natelson or l',1r.
Charles at 992-8000.

PARKING ~TTENDANTS
Perfect job for students. Flexible hours, set your own work
schedule. Must be 18 years old,
have car, and· be able to work
weekends. Call 376-4367 T-F,
10-5.

• Notices • Notices • Notices I

·Kean College Outing Club
If you are interested in the outdoors take a look at what Kean College Outing Club
has planned for the fall semester.

I

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
Sunday

Nov. 28, 29,30
Dec. 7

Sunday
Sun. - Sun.

Dec. 14
Jan 4 - 12

Hunter Mountain
Back Packing
Day Hike
Harriman St. Park
Day Trip N.Y.C.
Ski Trip Ve~mont

A special trip to,.Yermont has b~n· planned for the winter break! This trip includes
skiing (downhill & cross-country) ice-skating, hiking & partying. A price for the rent is
$40.

1973 VW Super Beetle
Semi-Automatic Transmission; 70,000 miles; good
mileage . and mechanical
cond.; AM/M 8-track radio; 2
new snow tires; Contact
Steve Cohen at 527-2229.

Council for
Exceptional Children
BAKE SALE
Today 4:00 - 7 :30
~ Lobby
Delicious home made goodies

So .. , Come to the Outing Club Meeting at J -132 College Hour & bring your ideas.
For further information call: Lori - 751-0297 or Doug - 527-2866.

·iSGOINGON.
Thursday, November 20, 1980
Browsing Room
9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Senior Portraits
Grill Room
12:00 - 4:00 pm
Black Student Union
Dining Rms l I & II I
6:00 - 9:00 pm
Kappa Delta Phi Fall Honor Festival
Meeting Room A
6:00 - 10:00 pm
Delta Sigma Theta
.,,
J-138
6:30 - 7:30 pm
• Girl Scouts
Alumni Lounge
7:30 pm
·Exodus Choir Rehearsal
Whiteman Center
7:40 pm
Alpha Theta Pi
J-100
8:00 pm
Ed Gutfriend in Concert
Sloan Lounge
9:00 pm
,Coffeehouse 25' admission
Friday, November 21, 1980
Browsing Room
9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Senior Portraits
Little Theatre
10:00 - 11:30 am
Industrial Studies Open House
Grill.Room ·
1:00 - 3:30 pm
PROUD Dance Rehearsal
J-137
2:00 ~ 4:00 pm
Alpha Kappa Psi
Alumni Lounge
4:30 pm
Student Organization Council Meeting
Grill Room
5:00 - 8:00 pm
Rho Theta Tau
Meeting Room A
7:30 - 9:00 pm
Evening Student Council
Saturday, November 22, 1980
Dining Room II
8:00 - 2:30 pm .
ETS Testing
College Center Caf.
9:00 - 2:00 am·
Omega Psi Phi Dance
Sunday, November 23, 1980
Whiteman Center
12:00
noon
Mass
1
Alumni Lounge
2:00 - 5:00 pm
Alpha Kappa Alpha Meeting
Little Theatre
3:00 - 6:00 pm
Music Recital - Mark Liberte
Front Lounge
5:00 - 6:00 pm
Reception after music recital
AJµmni Lounge
5:00 - 7:00 pm
IFCM
Meeting Room B
5:00 - 10:00 pm
Lam_bda Theta Alpha
Wilkins Theatre
7:40 pm
CCB Film: " The Changling '' 25' admission
Monday , November 24, 1980
12:00 - 5:00 pm
Black Student Union
College Center Caf.
6:00 - 9:00 pm
Resident Assistant Workshop with Counseling Center Meeting Room A
6:00 - 10:00 pm
Kappa Delta Delta Pi "The Deaf"
Alumni Lounge
6:00 - 11 :00 pm
Lambda Alpha Sigma
Dining Rms II & 111
8:00 pm
College Center Board presents : Pat Carroll in "Gertrude
Stein, Gertrude Stein ". Tickets $2.00 for full time
students with ID and $3.00 for general admission in
Wilkins Theatre
Wilkins Theatre
\
Browsing Room
8:00 - 11:00 pm
Lambda Theta Phi
Tuesday, November 25. 1980
Sloan Lounge
12:00 noon
Issues Dialogue
1:30 - 3:05 pm
Poetry Reading Discussion with Dr. Kevin Larson and
Browsing Room
Dr. John Bauer "Stephen Crane Poetry·•
·
.A lumni Lounge
American Marketing Association
1:40 - 2:55 pm
J-101
Christian Fellowship
r
J-102
International Student Assoc.
H -122
School of Ed. Curriculum Committee
B-123
Dr. Virkar
T-115
EEO
B-109 .
Biology Dept.
J-137CEC
W-200
Cuban Committee
J-132
Outing Club
J-335
Psych Club
. I
J-103
Pre Law Club
CSS-104
Assoc. for Computer Machinery
- W-300
American Marketing Assoc.
Dougall Hall
Jewish Student Union
J -130
Political Science
Dougall Hall 203
Grub Street Writer
PA-141
Student Teaching Meeting
2:00 - 4:00 pm
Grill Room
Black Student Union
5:00 - 11 :00 pm
Dining Room I II
Lambda Chi Rho
7:40 - 10:10 pm
J-133
Sigma Kappa Phi
J-336.
Sigma Beta Chi
T-207
Rho Theta Tau
C-21 8
Zeta Delta .Pi
J-132
Outing Club
B-2 10
Delta Sigma Pi
Whiteman Lecture
8:00 - 10:00 pm
RA Assistants
Wednesday, November 26, 1980
Grill Room
12:00 - 5:00 pm
Black Student Union
Alumni Lounge
12.:00 • 2:00 pm
Woman Talk
Whiteman Centev
/
12:}5 pm
Mass
Alumni Lounge
4:30 - 9:00 pm
Student Organization Council Mtg._
Whiteman Cen ter
5:0~ - 7:00 pm
PROUD Dance Rehearsal

.

S.A.Y ..(Student Assisting You)
Lois Richardson, Director ·
Student Activities Building
. 527-2082
.
The S.A. Y. Program is designed to provide·01aximum sup- 1
port services to students and to facilitate interpersonal communication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
variety of ways and can becoine active .contributors to the
college community. S.A. Y. studentil can work in academic
departments as peer counselors aQ.d advisors or can offer
.trained services in a number of departments and offices.
S'.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Loi!
Richardson or your department chairperson.

•

1

Come ski ·New Hamps~ire in
January for 5 days of°great skiing for
only $149.00. Accommodations at Holiday Inn, Meals & Lift tick~ts inluded.
Jan Ii - 16, 1981._ Space Limited.
Also come and .ski Sugarbush·
Valley, Vt., for 5½ days of great skiing
for only $139.00. Accommodations at
Middle E-arth Condominiums. Lift
tickets included. Jan. 18 ~ 23, 1981.
For more information, come to the
Ski Table in the Student Center II - 1
·p .m., Mon. and Tues., or call Ron
Donohue at (201) 991-9097 after 4 p.m.
·
.,,..
I
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Springsteen's Back With Album an~
Tour
-

by Mike ·Kinney
Okay, I realize you've heard it
all before. Probably a hundred
· times by now. Right? Well, like it
or not, there seems to be absolutely no way of avoiding this
phrase when mentioning the new
Bruce Springsteen album entitled
"The River". " The Boss is back"!
Yes, Bruce is back after a hacienda of nearly 2 1/ 2 years, and
now his revival is equipped with a
two record set which is, in fact, a
Springsteen first. "The River". a
collection of 20 new songs, is his
fifth on Columbia Records. ·Ap-parently Bruce has selectfd these
particular cuts frof1J.-,-well over fifty
which had been- written over the
past few years.
Along with this release, the "E
Streeters", have also embarked
on a nationwide tour, currently
playing to capacity crowds at
practically every stop.
Consequently, however, the
New York area is Springsteen's
last leg of the tour. Those even
' lucky enough to obtain the mail
order onlf'tickets, will not see the
band until later this month. Has
stardom dimmed the eyesight of
Jersey's own son, or is he saving
, - his best for last?
After listening to "The River'' it
is apparent that this man is strictly
· rock and roll.
While there are several slowpaced tunes· on the albums, most
of Bruce's new material combines
the music of hi~ own ingenuity,
with sounds reminiscent of his
roots in rock and roll.
To say that Springsteen is a

.

'

the 4th of July. It concerns the
prisoner of rock would be a false
escape one eventually makes
statement. He is no ordinary
prisoner. He is a lifetime convict
from certain ties or bonds. " It' s
working on a chain gang in
Independence Day all boys must
run away/So say goodbye it's InMississippi. Something to the effect of Steve McQueen tcudging . dependence Day/A ll men must
make thei r way .. ." are words
through the fields with a six string
from this tune which was perwooden "Fender" rather than a
shovel.
,
'
formed frequently , by the perWhat is necessary to underformer in hi s summer tour of '78.
sta nd about this singer is that he
"Hungry Heart" begins side two
does- not merely give us a ta ste of
and it is a bonafied hit! What' s
his music. Instead he places it in
more Springsteen actually sings
fairly well! His famous bellowing
an album cover wraps it neatly,
and then rams it down our
in God-knows what key is replaced by a semi-worthy voice. And
throats' And obviously thousands
love it.
while th e lyri cs are hardly intriguAs our needle scans the first few
ing, the musical style is already
numbers ciri side one, there is abmaking this song a hit on both FM
solufely no doubt tliat this is and AM stations.
Springst~en material. "The Ties
Bruce reverts to his own Asbury
That Bind" is typical E Street. The
style on "Out In The Street"
howling voice, the Clemons conwhich is a hard-driving number
trolled sax and 1-2 beat of drumfeaturing the ·p iano of Ro'! Bittan
mer Max Weinberg offer no illuand of course the "Big Mans" sax.
sions that this might be someone
The exertion in both the singing
else.
aod the music make it a truly
reputable number.
"Sherry Darling" too, is all
Bruce, from the opening saxThe temperous rockers "Crush
ophone note to the final strums of
On You" and "You Can Look" ...
The title track ends side two · release Bruce as combine{l his
are followed by~a song exposing,
his guitar. This quick-stepping
and again this is a much-changed
omnipresent, ent•rgy-packed
rocker is a single gaining a· great
possibly a changed Springsteen.
musician. "The River'' is a
music with a new view on life·.
amount of national attention, thus
"I Wanna Marry You" is a song memory of younger freer days in a
As side three begins we hear,
far.
about, just that. True-love,
life that is now so much more
quite possibly, the best song on
dreams and responsibi Ii ties,
"Jackson Cage" is a transferral
complicated and troublesome.
lht• cllbum which ,, .. . (Part II fl( 'X I
previously unheard of in Bruce's
of bitter feelings into a respectable
W('<'k).
Several new tunes of this L.P.
rock number. He writes; "Are
material, are all words found in
reflect this much more serious
this song. After all, he is 32 now,
PAT CARROLL'S
you tough enough to play the
Springsteen not so evident in past
game they play/or will you just do · and maybe it is somewhere on his
works.
MASTER CLASS
your time and fade away/Down in
mind. The song itself is softIronically, however, much of
Sponsored by Co-Curricular Planning ~rd
the Jackson Cage."
paced, but contagious, as Danny
this material which seems
"Actor/~or Rehnl"Yl Techniques
Side one winds down with "InFedericis' organ along with somewhat downtrodden in conTues. Nov. 25th 12:00 p.m.
dependence Day" which
background vocals from the band ' text, is actually quite likable.
VAUGHN-EAMES Room 118
giw!> thTs--::1 C<'rtain quality.
veritably has nothing to do with
It is plain to see that in thii latest
Zella Fry Studio Theatre
FREE

.

(

.C~vy Chase Goldie·Hawn Chara.a Grodin
/

/

-

Neil Simon's

SEEMslJKEODTIMEs
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN "NEIL SIMON'S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES" A JAY $ANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
Music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Ex-ecutive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED({l]l) Director ot Photography DAVID M. WALSH Written by NEIL SIMON from RASTAR . . .
so111EMATERIAL1AuoraEsu1Tw.EFoR1;1uLD11EN Produced by RAY STARK Directed by JAY SA_NDRICH
e>•-cou,.,... ..,,-•OHOUs,,.u....: ~

/_ Coming This Christmas

~·~·~

~~
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Gerry Cooney: The New White Hope
61' Joe Pietan7JJ
In tht• 1960's the sport of boxing
wa~ almost totally dominatt>d by
blacb. Th1•rc• Wl'r<' a few c>xception s. Ther< · wprp· a ft•w white
iightl'r~ who w1?rt' labell'd dPCt'nt ,
n,,t great , rontl'nders, but not
champ~. In must of the champion~hip fighh you would always Sl'e
two blc1cks fighting jt out.
Today you still basically have
the samt• ~ituation. Gone from the
fight seem· are the Dempsey's,
tht> Tunn<'y's and the original
Rocky himself, Rocky Marciano.
The sport turned to bP dominatl'd

by tht• Pattc>rson ' ~, Ali 's,Jr-.eiPr' s for the next fr-w yt•ars. KPn Norton was also a prominent figurP
and Liston'~.
·
During tht• 60' s thert> w~s om· (he broke Ali's jaw but then lost in
and only one white fighter who · a rdurn bout) .
In the early 1970's ' two othl:'r
stood apart from the rt>st. His
name, Jerry Quarry. In his prime, · whites became pretty well known
to thl' boxing world . Chuck
)l'rry wa s alway~ among the top in
Wepnpr ai1d Duane Bobick arrivthe rankings. Whenever he had
ed on the• scene. Wepner, from
his shot at the· titlP he would
Bayonne, had a titll' shot against
always blow his chance. He was
th ~ champ Muhammad Ali . HP
the only white man with a chance
lost on an unanimous decision.
to win tht title. He was tagged
Bobick, who made it to the finals
" ThP Great White H9pp" . Jerry
in the· 1972 Olympics·, turned out
nt>ver did get above being a top
to be• a big disappointment. Hf'
contPndt•r and the Ali ' s and
Frc1zier's took over the fight game lost the final bout in the• Olympics,
0

but fought well against Cuba' s
TPofilo Stephenson . HP went right
into professional ht•avyweight
boxing winning twenty some odd
fights. He didn't, however, fight
any " name" fighters.
Tht•n ht• got his chance at the
big time by fighting Kenny Norton . HP lost the fight 48 seconds
into the first round . Norton punched him " in the throat and hP
went down to the canvas immediately. He claimed it was a
fluke and tried to come back but
he couldn't make it.
'
Today we have Gerry Cooney.

Friends wiSh yon luck
on a big exani. Gooa friends stick
around to see how you did.

Cooney is an awesome puncher
and is probably the best out of the
lot of white.• heavyweights maybe
since Rocky Marciano. Cooney
-scored his biggest victory a few
weeks ago by knocking out Ron
Lyle in th e first round . He is
undefeated and his managers
want to get him a title shot or a
fight against Ken Norton. He
would prefer a title shot against
t'ither Mike Weaver or Larry
Holmt•s. I think he would take
Weaver but it would be really
tough for him to beat Holmes
unless he knocked him out.
So now we have another
" Whit e Hope" . During the next
year we will see how good he
really is. Hopefully he won't be
anoth<'r Duane Bobick but more
like Marciano. The heavyweight
fight gamc.• isn't as exciting as it used to bP and Gerry Cooney could
liven things up a bit. We'll see
soon .

Garden State
Bowl
by Dave Dragonette
The th ird annual Garden State
Bowl is comi ng up on Dec. 14 in
Gia nt Stad ium . H ow ever, up until
last Saturday it was almost the
Bow l game th at wasn't.
· Saturday a spokesma n for the
Ga rd en State Bowl made a call to
M exico to obtain a second team
- the Un iversity of Houston - to
play Navy in the New Jersey
grid iro n battle.
The N .C.A, A. has ruled that
bowl committees ca n't get the approvals until after th e third Saturday of N qvember. It's common
kn owledge, that 1he N.C.A.A.
edict is loosely interpreted with
th e exceptio n of majo r Bowl s
such as th e Rose Bow l whi ch matches representatives from th e Big
Ten and Pac- 10.
Whi le ABC had a listing of Bowl
games at 7 o' cl ock on Saturday
night th e Garden State Bow l was
not included .
" We knew what everyone else
was doing," said Les Unger, a
Garden State committee member
"because everyon e else was talking. "
Because of the talking the N .J.
committtee knew who to go after
and who not to . They also have
been able to be choosy about
who th ey want to invite.
The payouts for the game are
very rew ard ing $400,000 a
team , which w as raised $1 75,000
· from last yea r.

1980-81 KEAN COLLEGE
ICE HOCKEY SCHEDULE
NOV HorA P.M . OPP.

30
DEC

They say they were just
hanging·around kining time and
by the way, "How did you do?"
You tell them a celebration is in
or.der and that you're buying the
beer. "Look," one of them says,
"If you did that well, buy us
something special." .'.fonight, let
it be lewenbrau.
.
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TBA MCHL Playo/fs
•Metropolitan Collegiate
Hockey league games.

TBA

Nov. 20, 1980

Flag Footbal~ Hi_
ghlights

creation RaUnd
a 20 pound Butterball turkey. All
entrants .:-- ust be a Kea n College
stud~nt or a faculty/staff member.
All potential turkey runn ers
MUST attend the organi zational
meeting that will precede the
-race. The organizational meeting
will be he ld on Tu esd ay,
November 25 at 1:40 p.m. in
D-125 . The race w ill begin directly after the meeting. On your
mark ...get set...Trot.

Flag Football
The first round of flag football
playoffs were played Sunday,
November 16. For complete
details of the playoff action read
FLAG FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS.
, Co-Rec Volleyball
The regular season for Co-Rec
Volleyball is seeing alot of com petition and terrific play. Games
begin at 8:30 each week night in
the D' Angola Gymnasium. You
are encouraged to come out and
support your favorite team .
Pinball Wizard
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports is sponsoring
a Pinball Wizard tournament. ..... ·
TONIGHT!!!
The tournament will be held in
the Dougall Hall Gameroom with
competition being in singles and
doubles.
In addition to the cu stomary Intramu ral T-Sh irts and award certificates given to the winners of an
Intra mural Sports acti vity, special
prizes have been arranged for thi s
eve nt. Th e winn er of th e singles
divi sion will receive a '$25 .00 gift
certifi cate to the Kea n College
Bookstore and the' winners of the
doubles division ~i i-teach receive
a $20:00 .gi ft ~ert~ic - tE?,:-.
,
UPCOMING EVJ:NJs!. ,
Turkey Trot
The Turkey Trot is :. a 1.1 mile
race arounu the colleg~ campus.
First prize to ead,.'w i'nne·r (men's
division ancl wom en' s <li~isio_nl i~
•.f.l
,1

:-\
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EXERCISE ROOM
M-F 12:15-11 :00
S & S 12:00 - 5:00
NOTE: The college' s recreational
facil ities are open to students,
faculty: and staff. Additionally,
current members of the Kean College Alumni Association and
senior citizens affiliated with the
Whiteman Center are entitled to
use the facilities.
A current, valid I.D. card is required for admittance to all
recreational faciliti es.
* Please note that there will be
Informal Recreation • Hours on
Saturday, November 22 .
SPORTS CLUBS
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AUXILIARY GYMNASIUM
8:00 - 11 :00
1:40 - 2:55 Faculty/Staff
I
8:00 - 11 :00
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Yoga Club

When you think you' ve reached your goal, you' ve stopped
growing!! Come explore .yours~l_f
further - both physically arf'd
spiritually! . Mondays 7:30 - 9:30 ,
p.m . and Wednesdays 7 :30 - 9:30
p.m . in ·D-127, Advisor Michael
M cHugh.

'
Dance Club

Part ic ipation ,in Mr . . Bi ll
Chaison's Dance Club is consiste ntly - out st andin g - but
newcom ers are always w elcome
to join! Dance Club meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays 1:40
-4:20 in D-107.

....
- Thursday, Nov. 20
. 8:00
In the Dougall Hall Game Room
1st Place: Gift Certificate to the Bookstore; T-Shirts
' 'On Site Regi stration

n

-, . , (

Women's Slimnastics Club

Entry Deadline: Nov. 21
Race will take place after the O~anizational Meeting
Tues., Nov. 25, 1:40 (College Hour)
D-125 (Gym)
MEN & WOMEN! SIGN UP NOW!

QUARTERBACK QUIZ
by John O'Reilly
1. What college did the legendary King Corcoran play for?
2. Who was Bart Starr's backup during the Green Bay glory years?
3. Name the Two Quarterbacks who started the Super Bowl for two
different teams .
4. Naturally, name the teams.
5. Who replaced Joe Namath during his injuries?
6. While we're on the Jets, who, other than Namath and Richard
Todd, started .a Monday' night game at quarterback?
' 7. What ex-quarterback is now throwing his passes in the halls of
Congress?
.
8.Who was the last Notre Dame quarterback to win the Heisman
trophy?
9. What position did Paul Hornung, the Golden Boy, play in college?
10. What quarte-~back is nicknamed the " Throwin' Samoan' '. ?
11 . When Jim Hart spent two years in the service, what St. Louis
quarterback replaced him?
12. What quarterback rivals reportedly were going to meet under the
Jtands for a fight but decided to solit a six pack instead?
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playoffs a total mi smatch was
displayed. Nu Sigma Phi ca me into the ga me m issing several key
starters due to injuries wh ile the
All -Stars ca me in top fo rm and
captured a decisive 53-0 victory.
_Daryl Kirkl and showed exce ptional runn ing ability, cutti ng
back agai nst the flow several
tim es to score four touchdow ns.
Th e All-St a rs use d Pa rri sh
Sherid an at quarterback, thu s
freeing Kirkl and and M ark Walker
for long pass patterns. W alker
opened up the game w ith an 80
yard pass reception for a score.
He also added a 20 ya rd run fo r a
tou c hdown and h e lp e d in
another score wh en he threw to
Kirkl and on the option play.
The All-Star defense was totall y
dom inant in shutting down
whatever offense the Phi fraternity
could produce.
Our second week of playoff action puts Sigma Beta Tau aga inst
the Wol verin es. Tau advance·d to
the second round based on a bye
it received fo r being the league's
top team . The Wol verines adva nced due to a forfeit. In the second ga me Sigma Theta Ch i w ill
go agai nst the Jersey All-Stars.
Good Luck!!

Ski Club
Jersey All-Stars vs. Nu Sigma Phi
On Tuesday, November 25 the
In the second game of the.
Ski Club will have a Ski Tune-up . ;=.==;;;..__...;;=;;,;;;;;;__....;:..,._.;;;;;==------------1
tlinic. Learn how to wax, sharpen·
MAIN GYMNASIUM
M
12: 15 - 1:30 8:00 - 11:00- ,and ·P-Tex your ski s. ALL ARE
T
1:40 - 2: 55 8:00 : 11 :00
WELCOME.
w
Look for the Ski Club informa12:15 - 1:30 8:00 - 11 :00
TH
12:15 -· 1:30 8:00 - 11 :00
tion table set-up in the Student
F • - _,
8:00 - 11 :00
Center Monday, _November 24
,5
and Tuesday;·,Nok mber 25"from
11 ? :00 - ~'09
· .. 11 : :.a. m . - : p.m.
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FALL 1980 - Nov. 1 - Dec. 19
SWIMMING POOL HOURS
Day Hrs. Evening Hrs.
M
12:15 - 1:30 6:00 - 10:00
T
1:45 - 3:00 6:00 - 10:00
w ~12: 15 - 1:30 6:00 - 10:00
TH
1 :4.S - '.\ :00 6:00 - 10·00
l12:15 - 1:30 6:00 - 10:00
12:00 - 5:00
SU
12:00 - 5:0i

Depa rtment of Intramural-Recreational Sports
I

8:00 - 11 :00
12:15 - 1:30 8:00 - 11 :00
12:00 - 5:00
12:00 - 5:00

s

INFORMAL RECREATION
The Kean College recreational
facilities are available for Informal
Rec reation as designated below.
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Sigma Theta Chi vs. Independent
A fi red up Indepe ndent tea m
showed ·up th is past Sund ay and
almost pulled off the biggest upset
of the season. Led by Ru ss
Wycoff, the ln~y scored its first
po ints of the season on a 50 yard
pass from Pat Hogan to W ycoff
and a defensive safety. Chi's only
score of the half ca me from a 75
yard run by John Rosemilia.
Chi started the second half with
a steady drive that ended with a
fi ve yard plunge by Jim Mayhan .
The Independent marched right
down fi eld only to be shut down
on the Chi 10 yard line. The Inde p e nd e nt , showing their
strongest defense of the year,
made Chi cou gh up the ball in
four plays. Chi's Tom Sabo Picked
off an errant Independent pass to
stall the drive.
Chi wasted no time in securing
the game as they drove to the Independent 20 yard line. Jim
· Mayhan finish ed ihe drive with
his second score of the day
outrunning everyone around ri ght
end. Final score Sigma Theta Chi
19, The Independent 8.
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Advisors Darlene Duh and
Marybeth ·D ' Angelo welcome any
women who want to lose a few
pounds or just firm up what they
have. Come on and indulge
yourself! The club meets four days
a week - Mondays 7:30 - 9:00
p.m . ' in D-107, Tuesdays 1:40
- 2:55 p . m. in CSW - 118,
Wednesdays 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. in
D-107, Thursdays 12: 15 • 1:30
p.m. in CSW-118 (held exclusively for faculty/staff) and 7:30 - 9:00
p.m. in D-107.
-

TAKE THE
_PLEDGE

On November 20 you can take the pledge! The Great
American Smokeout pledge. Quit smoking (or help a friend
- quit) for one-day, November 20. Hundreds of thousands
of Americans will join us. How about you? Just cut off
the'officlal pledge card, sign it, and.carry It with you ..•
you're on your way to one Great American Smokeout day!
Pledge: "I do solemnly swear to give
up smoking or help a friend give up
smoking for the Great American
Smokeout, November 20. I promise
not to smoke for 24 hours (and maybe
longer), or to he1p a friend quit."
American Cance, Society!

Kean Collete [)eJNrtfflfflt Of lntramur•Rec..monal Spc,115 - Oimion Of lnfonMI locrution - Fall 1980
(Nowmber 1 -llocember 19)
SWIMMING POOL HOURS
l>Aytime Hours
EYffling Hours
MONDAY
12:15 - 1:30
6:00 - 10:00
TUESDAY
1":45 • 3:00
6:00 - 10:00
WEDNESDAY
12:15 • 1:30
6:00 - 10:00
THURSDAY
1:45 - 3:00
6:00 - 10:00
FRIDAY
12:15 - 1:30
6:00 - 10:00
SATURDAY 12:00' · 5:00
SUNDAY
12:00 - 5:00
M41N GYMNASIUM
MONDAY
12:15 · 1:30
8:00 - 11 :00
TUESDAY
1:40 - 2:55
8:00 • 11 :00
WEDNESDAY
12:15 , 1:30
8:00 - 11 :00
.THURSDAY
12:15 - 1:30
8:00 · 11 :00
FRIDAY
8:00 - 11 :00
SATURDAY
12:00 • 5:00
SUNDAY
12:15 - 5:00
AUlllllAII\' GYMNASIUM
MONDAY
8:00 - 11 :00
TUESDAY
1:40 - 2:55
Faculty/St.ill
WEDNESDAY
8:00 - 11 :00
THURSDAY
8:00 - 11:00
FRIDAY
12:15 - 1:30
8:00- 11:00
SATURDAY
12:00 • 5:00
SUNDAY
12:00 - 5:00
EllHC:151 llOOM
MONDAY - FRIDAY
12:15 - 11 :00
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
12:00 · 5:00

NOTE: The college' s recreational lac1li1tes are open lo students, faculty, and staff. Add11tonally, current members of the Kean College Alumn, Assoc1at1on

and senior citizens affiliated with the Whitem•n Center a,.. entitled to use the facil ities.
A current, valid I.D. card is requ ired for admittance to all recreational facil ities.
1
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KEAN VOLLEYBALL TEAM TO
COMPETE IN EAIA W TOVRNAMEN.T
BY Donamarie Nicastro
The Kean College Volleyball
team , fresh from completing its
most successful season ever, will
play in the E.astem Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Division Ill Tournament
for the first time.
Kean has been ranked 11th in
the field of 16 teams. The tournament will be contested November
20-22 at Dickinson College in
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The winner will represen(the east in the
nation a Is
in
Spo k a-n e, •
Washington .
The Squirettes finished with a
24-9 record , setting the college
victory high. It will be the first appearance for Kean in the EAIAW
Volleyball Tournament. With just
eight players the Squirettes survived the season with only minor injuries.
The Squirettes roster consisted
of the follo\,\\jng: Two freshmen
starters, Mary Oberlies and Diane

Volpe, ~th of A.L. Regiohal in
Clark both stepped into the start-

ing line-up from game one and remained · there for the entire
season. Sue Vuzuette and senior
Lucy Ticki, both of Irvington,
round out the rest of the Kean
starting squad . Cubberly, a spiker
and experienced two year player,
was the main point of the Squirettes front line attack . Miria!Jl Strat-.
ton made herself known with aggressive front line action and back
line play. Sue Vizuette proved
herself as a setterthi~ season, after
displaying many of her talents last
year. Captain Lucy Ticki , in her
final season with the Squirettes,
showed leadership abilities that
kept th.is young team on the
move. The substitutes for the
Squirettes this season, were
definite assets for the squad. Miria
Owehriw of Roselle and Mary Jo
Scuderi of Mountainside.
Kean, Mansfield College,
Juniata College and Army will

CH'A MPIO~S, KNICKS?
by Joe c__arpenter

bid, and he was named to the ·all
defensiye team.
Moving to the forecourt, this

The New York Knickerbocker
· slogan for this y~ar is "the new year's nu~ber one draft pick was
New York Knicks a year better!"
Michael Woodson •of Indiana
T:~rough the first 16 games of the
University. · Although drafted as a
season the words couldn't have small forward he has also played
rung any truer.
·.some guard and shows promise at
The Knicks,. sporting a 12-4 rer whicf:l(!ver position he finally ends
cord, are one of the most exciting up in. The other rookie forward
teams iri the league. They are drafted this year was DeWayne
young, aggressive and ready to Scales who although receiving litbring a winner back to New York. tle playing time has produced
The Knick team is buflt almost when .he has made an apentirely of their own draft cbokes pearance. Larry Oemic is one of
with on\y 2 players having spent those players with a lot of potentime on another teams roster. tial whci has never quite made it
They are Marvin Webster and to those expectations. The other
Campy Russell. Webster is the forward .is this years reclaimation
huge center whose return to project. After a disappointing
health has had a profound effect rookie season Sly Williams has
on the resurgence of the Knicks. showed some of the promise that
Russell lends experience and : he
,into the league with. A
guida~e to the younger players. .good indication of how Sly is playing is t~ fact that he has scorec;j
Although the team has mc1ny less thafi double figures only once
assets probably their biggest orie this year,
.. Compifmenting
Marvin
is their . backcou·rt. Michael
"suger" Ray Richardson leads the Webster. af center is Bill • Cartteam on the court through his wright. Bill is a versatile big· man
passing, defense, and his drive to one who can in the right situation
move t,<?' the power forward slot
win. The other starting guard, Ray
Williams, is the shooter that is and leave the Knicks w.[th 27
supposed to keep everyone on footers qn the court. Cartwright is
the other team honest by not be- also the • offensive leader of the
ing able to cheat in on the big team arid the man they look for to
men . The backcourt reserves are hit the · key b~et down the
led by Mike Glenn who during stretch.
Richardsons absence had 2 strong
Tliis year's edition of the Knicks
· games scoring 16 & 26 points. The is once again p!aying good team
other guard is Reggie Carter who ball like the teams of the past. This
alth_ough only .a rookie has been
is due to their coach Red
impressive in his few showings. ,
Holtzman. Red is one of the
This bunch has garnered many greatest basketball minds of all
awards. With " Sugar Ray" receiv- times as his record indicates. The
i.ng the most. Sugar last year led
Knicks owe a lot to Red and
the league in both steals and
hopeful ly another championship
assists, while getti ng an all-star bann er will be his rewa rd .

came

compete in the first round ·of the
tournament. First and second
placed winners will advance to
the second round for the semifinals.
When asked what Jerry Silvey,
the Assistant _Coach thought their
chances were for this weekend's
tournament he stated " I predict
we will finish in the top five, and
depending on how well we play, I
feel we're in contention for the
nationals
in
Spokane ,
Washington ."
_
With two · excellent finishes in
the College of Staten Island Tournament, first and second place
respectively, the Squirettes await
their first post season challenge
ever.

Department of lntramurals · Recreational Sports
Division of Sports Club

NOTICE!
There will be a MANDATORY
meeting for all members of the
Dance Club a11d those interested in joining the club on
Tues., Nov. 25 at 1 :45 in D-107
(Dance Studio)
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SPORTS TRIVIA
Compiled by the Staff
1. Who was the first player in .the NBA to score over 3,000
points in a season?
2. Who was the youngest coach ever in NBA history?
I
3. Who was the first MVP ir1 the old ABA?
4. Who holds the record for most assists in a season?
5. In what year did Ice Hockey become an Olympic Event and
what team won the Gold Medal?
·
6. Who was the first woman•to ever be signed up for a professional men's basketball team?
' ·
7. What player played for the Harlem Globe. Trotters and The
New York Knickerbockers?
8. W~en was the National Hockey League formed?
9. For whom is the Vezina Trophy for goal-keeping named?
10. Who was the first player to be awarded a penalty shot?
1T. What is a " hat-trick"?_
12. Is there a trophy awarded to professional player who
demonstrate sportsmanship; good tonduct, and skill at play?
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There wi 11 be a MAN DATORY meeting
for all Sports Writers and anyone who
wants to write sports. Meeting in the lridy
Office (CC-115), Tuesday, Nov . .25 at 1:40
during College Hour.
'

____________,. ...___________________________...
F,ee Agency'ltevisited
by Mike Kinney
· · feelings are nothing more than constructing an e~ntual chamlt is an understood reality, third mate. Owners Ted Turner pion.
.
especially-in the world of profes• (Atlanta) and Jim McMullen
What's that you murmur? These
sio,nal.sports, that money talks. In· (Houston) are being very in- men who pur~hase these
this, the fifth year of the free-agent discreet in the fact that they too outrageous priced stars will
draft ol major league baseball have graduated from the George dominate, and prevail as world
money is not simply talking. Truth ·Steinbrenner School of buy, fire champions? Well then, _let's take a
is that big bucks are shouting, and and ship away.
peek at the bumbling Texas
screaming from New York to Los
· In this writer's opinion it ·is Rangers, the unhappy New York
Angeles,. and various other points highly disturbing, as such tycoons Yankees and · th_e · disastrous
of the, 26 major league towhs.
as these are disregarding the hue California Angels. In this writer's
The hysteria, , which · was · essence of baseball.
opinion, such · c:!uQS:. as· Detroit,
smoldering in previous week~ ab- .
What has happened to the
San Diego, Mi_lwa~_kee . and ~f
solutely exploded . last frtday position of building a balHeam
course Kansas -City w1U .make their
when Claud~I) Washington reach- . from farm clubs; where the proway to the top of-t~~-ch~rts.
ed ~ $3.5 ~• 11 •~n, .pver a five year . m\sing young playe~ have a ,deThis may seem to ·~ 'a flagrant,
pertod w, th_ flamboyant Ted cent chance to make their marks · anti free-agent ;article; although
Turner ~~ h,s Atlanta Braves. ·
in .p ro-ball.
'
this is not-so. The.d raft was meant
, Now It Is understood and ex··
.
•
•·
as. Dave
• , to equally distcioute talent
pec ted that such plavers
,
ft seems apparent that the nly
h
h
h
·
Winfield, Don Sl!tton, Bill
t roug out t e maJOrs, not cause
cities where this "essence" exists
I ·ded string
·
Travers, Dave Roberts, Darrel ,
a ops,
of power to t he
are Detroit, Kansas City, Min.
Ith Of b
b II
Porter and virtually every other
wea Y
ase a •
nesota, San Diego and possibly
picking will demand, and receive Milwaukee. These are the teams
The only thing we can do is sit
record breaking contracts.
which enjoy the challenge of back and observe what happens
Of course, the green st uff is · testing talented ballplayers in ma- in the following weeks and the
roaring from the fascades of jor league roles, in the hopes of , following season .
...,
Yankee Stadium. The ringleader
of the Bronx circus is sitting pretty
with greedy anticipation with one
hand grued to his checkbook and
the other fixatec:j to a pinstriped
ballpoint. And also, as expectedr
many of these potential
millionaires are lounging with
their agents with open ears.
Thus, George Steinbrenner is
opening his wallet and non-stop
vocal chords to such superstars as
CALL 353-0505
550 NORTH A VE.
Winfield, Sutton, Roberts and
For Ouecker Servic e
"D' Acquisto. Reliable George
Please Pl•ce Your Order In Advance !
CALL IN FOR PICK -UP
see ms determined to sign the big
bat of Winfield as well as some
OPEN 7 DAYS
Sto,• Hours - 10:00 A .M. · ~ictn-,ht
highly reputable strongarms.
But the Yanks already have a
respectable pitching staff, right?
Oh , this is so true, with young
Dave Righetti, surprising Rudi
May and obviously Guidry, John,
Tiant and Gossage. However,
Steinbrenner would not do so
_much as blink an eye in sending
down on trading one of the
Yankees' fine young players. You
see, George is interested in keepW~-+h -'cne. {>u.rcllQ.Se, ()4)
1"'X>
ing no one happy but himself. _
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THE ICE CREAM MACHINE

J

MEETING
There wi 11 be basketbal I tryouts for
cheerleaders on Monday, November 24
in the Dance Studio in D' Angola Gym at
7:00 p.m.
All practice day are Wednesdays and
Friday 6:00 to finish. ·All new
cheerleaders are to attend cheerleaders
workshop at William Paterson College
November 30, 1980, 9:30 a.m.

*
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He is not alone, though, as it
also seems to be the case in such
places as Atlanta and Houston,
where money 1s the captain and
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by Bryan Davis
The booters dream of captu rin g
th e NCAA championship died
Saturday as they lost to Averett
(Va.) 1-0. Averett started with a
real bang. Minutes into the game
Matt Grennan pounced on a
loose ball and passed it to · Pekka
Kaarti enen and the Finish sta r put
a 10 yard past goalie Mark
Hamulak and into the right corner
of the net.
Averett dominated most of the
first half, as they proved that the
best defense is a good offense.
They almost got another goal as
Hamulak mishandled the ball and
: Nick Lay picked it up but the
defense came back and
prevented the goal. Kean 's offense could muster 2 shots in the
first half.

·1he second half was a totally
different story than the first. Kean
came out flying and stormed the
Averett goal but senior goalie
Richard Roccessano, starting his
first gan : all season, turned them
back.
.
Averett almost put the game
away as Kaartienen stol e the ball
and came in all alone but
Hamulak came out and made a
diving save.
The Squires almost tied the
game up as one of the Averett
players touched the ball with in
the penalty area giving them a
penalty kick. Folks ·it pains me to
tell you what happened next but
here goes, Rich Searchwell took
the shot and it had Roccessano
beaten, but it hit the left inside •
post and bounded out. The

This week
In Sports
.

Tues.
Nov. 25

~

Men's Basketball FDU - Madison
fyien's Swimming Rider
Wrestling
Wagner

H 8:15
A 6:00

H 8:00
Campus
School
Gym

Squires continued to put pressure
on but could not dent the net.
Then came the Squires best
chance all day, Mickey Hunt .
headed a shot that looked like it
was in, but was cleared off the
goal by Javier Olarte.
After the game a dejected
coach Tony Orchimenko said
" We had our cha nces but
couldn't put the ball in the net."
. Sophomore fullback Dominick
Rom eo summed up the game ·
when he said " It wasn' t meant to
, be."
.The Squires, with th e loss, finish
at 12-4-2 but take hea rt Squire
fans the Averett coach told me
that last year they lost a heartbreaker in the first round and now
they're in the region finals, so
next year may be the year.

Photo by David Katro~ki

Squire Dave leech clearing ball during Saturday's NCAA playoff
game against Averett.

Ethnic Line- Explodes For 13 Points,

Skaters Stun Drexel 5-3, F.D.U. 5-2
The Kean Coll~ge Ice Hockey
tea m (4-0),--coming off a tremendous up,-·t over Wagner (5-4), has
come up with 10 goals in the third
period to ice three straight come
from behind victories. lnspir1°d by
the explosive line of Bob Roche,
Chc)d Reiber and Bob Guimaraes,
(the "Ethnic Line"), the Express
now has won 6 straight games going back to pre-season play.
Saturday night the Express took
on the Dragons of Drexel and

ATHLETE Q _f ·THE WEEK
.

\

sk~ted their way to a 5-3 victory.
later to tie up the scorP. Scoring
Scouting report s stated that Drexfor F.D.U. was Jay Prybylsky
el was a sloppy team with poor
assisted by M ark Connolly. Wilh
passing abil itiPs, but the Express
1: 15 left in the p<'rid, Kean 's Ed
saw a much different team on the
Deresky scor<> an unassisted goal
ice.
to give th e Express the lead at the
DrexPI scored first and led the
buzzer.
Expre ss throughout the first
The Exprt>ss dominated play in
period. Dan Celiano was the first
the third period, scoring two addiKean iceman to score in the setional goal s and taking 12 shots on
cond period and his unassisted
th e F.D .lJ. goal. Don " The
goal was the only score for the ExCount " Gambardella and Dan
press in that period . Drexel lead
CPliano assisted on the first goal
Kean 3- 1 at the end of the second
of the third p<•riod to give Kean a
period .
4-2 edge. With 7:37 rema ining in
The Express came out stronger
th e game Bobbie Guimaraes
in the third period. Bob Roche put
scored the fi nal goal assisted by
one onto the net 13 seconds into
Bob Roehl' (two members of the
the period with some help from
" Ethnic Line" ) to put the finishing
Bob Guimaraes and Chad "The
touch on the gaml'. The E.xprt!ss
Professor" Reiber. With nine
again pulled it out in th e final
minutes left in th e game Don
period o~ play to beat F.D.U . 5-2.
" The Count" Gamberdella ,
ICE CHIRPS - Quote of the
scored a breakaway goa l, with an
assist by Mitch Edwards, to tie up W eek by ED DERESKY - " Don't
th e score at 3-3 . Chad Reiber worry, I'm taking the elevator
scored next for the Express putting home" .. . Coach O ' Donnell will
a backha nder past Drexel goalie, be at a coaching clinic this
1
Ron McGloughin, with 2:47 re- w eekend in Vermont - It's about
maining. Roache and Guimaraes time Wi z! .. . Saturday Night Fight
assisted on the goa l, which gave, results .. . Harry vs, Mc Cracken
th e Express the lead fo r the first -DRAW - Deres ky vs. Prim - Prim
by TKO ... Taranti no Fan Club has
time in th e game.
Senior goaltender, Lou Nyitray, bee n noticeably absent at recent
wa ·a major factor in the Kean suc- Expres ~ game s. Obvious l y
cess. Nyitray was in top fo rm and _ GeorgiP was a flash in th e pan! ...
had 36 saves for the game. Kean Remember December 22 will be
took 33 shots at the Drexel goal th e night of the first Kean Banner
and came up with 4 goals in the Ni ght prior to the Kea n-Queens
last period to pull out another game. First Prize will be two
win . The members of the " Ethnic ,ti ckets to Islanders vs. Toronto on
Line" (Chad " Th e Professor" . Feb. 17th ... " Hay O'Donnell , I' ll
Reiber, Bob Roch e, and Bobbie see you on the bench Monday
Guimaraes) each had one goal night ", now who said that? .:.
and two assists during the game. Coach Edmondson rumored to be
Th( • Express ra cked up its third taking head Ranger scouting job
1 sc a son
win
again st
the at mid-season .. . Cultural Film
Festival to be held at the Wi z' s
Ph iladelphia based club.
Monday night the Express cam e house - se<> Babsy for info ...
off their third period win o.ver Deresky le~ open fram e to lose
Drexel to face the Knights of Kean Bottl e Bowling title last
F.D .U . Once again the Express Saturday night ... Rt•iber comes
came out in less than top notc h up empty with brew on the line
form but pull ed through in the -Re~orts to goon tacti cs ... To Bobend to beat F.D.U . 5-2. Kean by G. - don' t feel bad , Roche and
started sophomore goa ltender, Reiber wo ul d make anyone look
Paul Adam , who gained his third good ... Seldom used goa li e Paul
Adam upped career reco rd to 3-0
career win , Adam is now 3-0.
Daw Connoll y came o ut to with impressive win over FDU .. .
score first for F.D .U . assisted by We' re all just happy to be here .. .
Larry Yedman. With 2:50 left in Gambo $100 special - New
the first period , two members of England and bet the ranch ...
th e " Ethnic Lin e" put one in th e Loui e th e goali e has settled down
net for Kean ti eing up th e score. and is off to a great start . See what .
Bob Guimaraes scored on_ an happens wh en you don' t go wild
assist from " Professor" Reiber to all th e tim e, Loui e! ... Get ready
for wi Id send off of 1980 at th e
ti e the score at 1-1.
M anahawkin M anor for th e first
Kean came out shooting more
Wi z New Yea r Party ... National
in th e second period .and w ere the
Rankings await th e Express ...
first to score halfway through th e Consistancy is not in Squire
period. Mark Pica , asSisted by
playbook .. . Hay, Express wants
Grege Burgoyne, scored to once
to scrim age that super Elmer club
again give the Express th e lead.
. .. Rogl' r ,ii most made big killing
F.D .U . · cam e back two minutes M onday night at Tev nan's -

j

..
Photo by Bruce Alan Sidwell
Presenting the Miller/Independent Athlete of the Week Award to Bob Roche (c) are Campus Rep. Steve
Valvano (I) and Indy Sports Editor Bryan Davis (r). Trophy donated by Kristen Distributing.

by Bryan Davis
With the leaves on the ground and a chi ll in the ai r you know that winter is around the corner, but one part
of winter is already here, winter sports. One winter sports team is really cooking now.
The hockey opened up their season with a 5-2 victory over the Alumni and a 5-4 win over Wagner. Fueling
both of these victories is our Miller/ Independent Athlete of th e Week, Bob Roche.
Roche, a sophomore from Kearny, leads the team in scoring with 4 goals and 2 assists fo r 6 points, including a hat trick against the Alumni and a goal and 2 assists against Wagner.
Coach Tom O'Donnell says of Roche " He gives a hundred percent everytim e he steps out onto the ice".
" If I had more players like him it would make my job easier."
The way Roche's been playing he' s made everybody a member of his fan club and the biggest fan , Assistant Coach George Edmondson says. " If he conti nues to improve as he has in his year and a half of playing,
he should be the best hockey player to play at Kean ."
When asked how he thought he would do the rest of the season, Roche with his tongue buried in his
mouth said. " I expect to score 50 goals." Then a little more seriously he said, " I think I can score 15 goals."
The way he's started he may score a lot more than 15 goals.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
BY TiiE MIU.ER BREWING a:>MPAN\'

